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FORT FAIRFIELD REVIEW 
M ARCH. 1916
TOWN OFFICERS
SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS AND OVERSEERS OF POOR 






SUPERINTENDING SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
E. E. Scat** E. K. Guild
W. G. Chamberlain
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
Frank McGouldrick
COLLECTOR OF TAXES 
B. A. Churchill
BOARD OF HEALTH
W. G. Chamberlain, Term Expires April, 1917
W. T. Spear. Term Expires April, 1916
H. F. Kalloch, Terra Expires April, 1918
SE LECTMEN'S REPORT
The Selectmen of the town of Fort Fairfield herewith sub 
mit their annual report for the municipal year ending Febru­
ary 20, 1916.
Valuation of the Town of Fort Fairfield April 1, 1915
Real Estate Resident ............................................... $2,222,470.00
Non Resident ............................................... 109,000.00
Personal Estate Resident ....................................... 474.610.00
Non Resident ............................................... 1,420.00
Total ....................... 2,807,500.00
Number of Polls Taxed ...................................................  1,077
Supplementary Polls Taxed .........................................  4
Rate of Poll Tax ...............................................................  $3.00
Amount of Poll Taxes, Supplementary, included. . . . $3,243.00
Rate of Taxation on Estates ......................................... .025
Amount of Tax Raised on Estates............................... $70,187.50
Itemized Schedule of Personal Property
No. Av. Value Total Value
Horses and Mules 1683 $107.71 $182,185.00
Colts 3 to 4 years old 36 68.88 2,480.00
Colts 2 to 3 years old 58 57.15 3,315.00
Colts under 2 years old 60 33.75 2,025.00
Oxen 2 25.00 50.00
(1ows 833 20.46 17,050.00
3 year olds 50 18.01 905.00
2 year olds 280 12,39 3.470.00
Y earlings 488 6.82 3,330.00
Sheep 211 2.96 625.00
Swine 860 5.95 5.125.00
220,560.00
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Other Personal Property
Bank Stock ................................................................... $25,830.00
Trust Co. Stock ........................................................... 22,640.00
Money .................... *............................ }•........................ 28,550.00
Stocks in Trade ........................................................... 95,450.00
Automobiles ............................................• •...................... 44,525.00
Musical Instruments . . . . * • ................  25,725.00
Other Property ............................................................. 12,750.00
255,470.00
Supplementary
Real Estate Personal Property Total
$7,650.00 $8,500.00 $16,150.00
Cash Tax For Year 1915
Town Expense ...............................................................  $4,000.00
Paupers .............................................................  2,000.00
Highways ..........................................................   10,000.00
Interest ...........................................................................  1,900.00
Superintendent of schools .......................................  700.00
Free High School .......................................................  5,500.00
Common schools ...........................................................  12,000.00
Free text b o o k s  . • ...............................................  1,200.00
Apparatus and appliances ...........................................  1,100.00
Insurance and repairs .................................................  2,000.00
Free Public Library .....................................................  1,000.00
Special appropriation for State road ......................
Lighting streets and river bridge ........................   1,000.00
Memorial day expense .................................................  75.00
Hydrant rental ...............................................................  500.00
Refunding bonds No. 14 ...............................................  2,000.00
Bridge bonds Nos. 9 and 10 .......................................  2,000.00
Road Commissioners ’ services ...................................
Fire-alarm system .........................................................  655.00
Tuberculosis ....................................................................  209.00
New school house ............................................................ 600.00
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New schoolhouse Strickland district ....................... 1,500.00
New schoolhouse Steveusville district .......... • . . . .  2,500.00
State tax .........................................................................  15,015.33
County tax .....................................................................  3,781.09
Dog deficit .......................................................................  26.00
Overlay ...........................................................................  2,156.08
Total ...........................................• ............  73,418.50
SCHOOL ACCOUNT
Common School Account
Amount undrawn 1914  ............................................$3,175.13
Amount appropriated for 1915 ....................................12,000.00
Amount from State for 1915 ............................................10,784.83
Amount from M. & S. Fund for 1 9 1 5 ..........................  217.76
Amount rebate teachers’ wages ................................... 6.00
Amount rebate transportation
26,183.72
Amount of Town Orders Drawn as Follows
Teachers' pay .................................................................. $14,452.40
Jan ito rs’ services .................................................................. 1,912.60
Conveyance of pupils ........................................    3,924.00
Fuel .........................................................................   2,989.21
Amount undrawn to balance, carried to 1916 ............  2,905.51
26,183.72
Free High School Account
Amount undrawn for 1914 ............................................$1 163 86
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Amount appropriated by town for 1915 ......................  5,500.00
Amount from the State for 1915 ......................................  500.00
Amount from tuition ....................................................... 85.00
7,248.86
Amount of Town Orders Drawn for Free High School
Amount of town orders drawn for te a c h e rs ............... $5,153.59
Janitors .................................................................................  300.00
. 5,453.59
Amount undrawn to balance, carried to 1916 ........... $1,795.27
7,248.86
For details of expenditures of the joint fund for Common 
and Free High Schools see Report of Superintendent of Schools.
Free Text Book Account
Amount appropriated for 1915 ................................... $1,200.00
Amount from books s o l d ...................................................  4.15
1,204.15
7
Amount of town orders drawn for text b o o k s  $1,200.46
Amount undrawn to balance, credited to town expense
account ..............................................................................  3.69
1,204.15
Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Text Books
World Book Co........................................................................  $0.67
Ginn & Co.....................................................................................258.05
Silver Burdette.....Co..................................................................253.83
Allyn & Bacon ......................    6.46
Ed. E. Babb & Co..................................................................146.42
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E. P. Dutton (  .......................................................................  4.80
D. C. Heath ...............................................................*.............109.66
Houghton, Mifflin Co...............................................................  1-19
I. Pitman & Sons .....................................................................  1-02
Charles K. Reed .......................................................................  3.00
W. W. Roberts Co............................................................................40
Universal Text Book Co..........................................................  4.28
American Book Co.................................................................... 139.91
Ellis Pub. Co............................................................................... 35.88
Atkinson, Mentzer & Co..................................................   4.03
Hinds & Noble .......................................................................  10.08
American Book Co...................................................................  81.00
Allyn & Bacon .......................................................................  23.68
D. C. Heath & Co......................................................................  58.25
Houghton, Mifflin Co............................................................... 3.22
Isaac Pitman & S o n s ...............................................................  7.70
Benj. Sanborn & Co..................................................................  34.38
Thompson, Brown & Co..........................................................  8.95
W. B. Saunders Co................................................................... 2.00
«
Manual Art Press ...................................................................  1.00
1,200.46
0
Apparatus and Appliance Account
Amount appropriated for 1915 ................................... $1,100.00
Amount from supplies sold ........................................... 129.95
1,229.95
♦
Amount of town orders drawn for apparatus and
appliances ................................................................ .....$1,229.01
Amount undrawn, credited to town expense account. . 94
1,229.95
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Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Apparatus
and Appliances
Apr. 15 Frontier Water Co., water, new sehoolhouse . .$37.50
15 Scales & Co., merchandise, .............................  7.05
30 Ft. F. L. & Power Co., electric l i g h t s .......  44.30
30 Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service. 6.02
June 15 Elwood Cogswell, broom .......................................... 60
July 10 F. MeGouldrick, postage, t r u c k in g ...........  26.75
10 G. Herbert Foss, postage, supplies .................  10.70
10 Standard Scientific Co., supplies .......................  21.42
10 Ed. E. Babb & Co., supplies ............................234.53
10 Boyd Bros., cleaning materials ....................... 12.53
10 Milton Bradley Co., supplies ............................112.00
10 Ft. F. Drug Co., supplies ..................................  41.42
10 Boring, Short & Harmon, supplies ..................  77.30
10 Ft. F. L. f  Power Co., electric light. May and
June .......................................................................  5.80
10 Adjustable Shade Co.. window shades .........  22.00
10 J. L. Ham matt Co., supplies ................................346.19
10 Herbert L. Palmer, supplies .......................... 68.10
10 Scales & Co.. supplies ...................................... 2.55
10 Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service
Mav and June ...................................................  3.55
«
10 Newell White, supplies ...................................... 7.50
10 C. YY. Perry, express .........................................  1.69
10 G. Herbert Foss, expense account, Lewiston
and return .........................................................  23.10
10 C. C. Harvey, printing and paper ...................  14.75
10 C. W. Perry, express ............................................ 10.91
10 C. L. McDougal, freight and trucking ........  24.96
10 T. E. Hacker, sewer rent, new sehoolhouse .. 29.84
Feb. 17 C. C. Harvey, supplies and printing for High
School .................................................................... 35.45
1,229.01
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Insurance and Repair Account—Schools
Amount appropriated by town for 1915 ................... $2,000.00
Amount of town orders drawn tor same ................... $1,987.60
Amount undrawn, credited town expense account . . 12.40
2 ,000.00
Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn 
for Insurance and Repairs
Apr. 15 H. 0. Perry & Son, insurance ....................
M ay 17 L. K. Cary Co., supplies ................................
June 15 G. A. Clark, labor. Maplegrove schoolhouse
15 C. E. Heath, labor .............................................
15 W. Killiam, labor ...........................................
15 Smith Co., chemical closets .............. .........
July 10 Allen Plumbing Co., repairing f u r n a c e ........
10 Allen Shade Holder Co., cord .....................
10 P. W. Deane, labor and materials ................
10 Hopkins Bros., salt ........................................
10 L. M. Hoyt, labor ............................................
10 D  M cDougal. pulp plaster ............................
10 R. C. Huntress, labor and materials ............
10 C. Hutcheon, labor ........................................
10 U. Violette, labor ............................................
29 R. C. Huntress, labor and materials ............
29 Vene Rairio. labor ............................................
29 Charles Everett, labor and materials ........
29 W. II. Boulier, l a b o r ..................
Aug. 23 L. M. Hovt, labor .......................................
23 L. K. ( ’ary Co.. s u p p l i e s ...............................
0
S«*p. 10 II. A. Lane, repairing chimneys and walls . .
10 C. L. McDougal. freight . . . .
< >ct. 1 G. \V. Parks, labor and materials ..........
1 M. Dube, painting ..............
1 Frontier Water Co.. water, new schoolhous<
15 C. L. McDougal, freight and trucking
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15 H. 0. Perry & Son, in su ran ce .......................... 141.90
15 Ames & Hacker, pulp p la s t e r .......................... 2.50
Nov. 9 G. W. Parks, desks ..........................................  132.26
9 0. R. Merritt, labor and materials .............. 27.35
30 Johnston Co., materials and furniture .........  76.39
30 R. A. Burke, teams .......................................... 76.00
30 L. K. Cary Co., merchandise .. : .................... 106.50
Jan. 20 E. E. Holt, f loo ring ............................................. 50.00
20 P. W. Deane, labor, materials .  .....................  61.57
20 Ft. F. L. & Power Co., labor, light, materials 52.58
20 Charles Morrell, labor, materials .................  41.65
31 T. M. McCrea, materials .................................  37.16
31 H. O. Perry & Son, in su ran ce .........................  32.40
1,987.60
Salary of Superintendent of Schools Account
Amount appropriated for 1915 ....................................... $700.00
Amount of town orders drawn for salary superintendent 
of schools .............................................................................  700.00
Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Salary of
Superintendent of Schools
Apr. 15 Frank McGouldrick ...........................................$175.00
•July 10 Frank McGouldrick ...........................................  175.00
Oct. 15 Frank McGouldrick ...........................................  175.00
Jan. 31 Frank McGouldrick ...................................................  175.00
700.00
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Free Public Library Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1 9 1 5 ......................$1,000.00
Amount from the State .................................................  128.00
Amount from 1914 ...........................................................  319.93
1,447.93
Amount of Town Orders Drawn for Same
To W. T. Spear, t r e a s u re r ................................................... $319.93
“ W. T. Spear, treasurer ...............................................  500.00
“ W. T. Spear, t r e a s u re r ..................................................  100.00
“ W. T. Spear, treasurer ...............................................  150.00
Amount undrawn, carried to 1916 ................................... 378.00
1,447.93
Memorial Day Expense Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1915 ....................... $75.00
Amount of town order drawn for same ..........................  75.00
Tuberculosis Prevention Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1915 ....................... $209.00
Amount of town order drawn for s a m e ..........................  209.00
Street Lighting Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1 9 1 5 ....................... $1,000.00
Amount of town orders overdrawn, charged to town
expense account .......................................• ....................  100.00
1.100.00
Amount of orders to Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co $1,100.00
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Hydrant Rental Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1915 ....................... $500.00
Amount of town orders drawn for same to Frontier
Wa ter Co...................................................................... . . . .  500.00
Interest Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1 9 1 5 ...................... $1,900.00
Amount collected for taxes of 1913 and 1914 .......... 1,990.27
Amount from rebate on temporary loans ................ 144.63
4.034.90
Amount paid by town treasurer, no town orders
drawn ................................................................................$2,527.30
Amount to balance, credited town expense account. . 1,507.60
4.034.90
Bridge Bond Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1 9 1 5 ....................... $2,000.00
Paid by town treasurer, no town orders drawn . . .  2,000.00
New Sehoolhouse Bond Account
Amount appropriated bv town for 1 9 1 5 ....................... $2,000.00
Paid by town treasurer, no town orders d r a w n   2,000.00
New Schoolhouses Accounts
Stevensville District, appropriated ................................$2,500.00
Expended, O. R. Merritt, construction ........................$2,250.00
Expended, (t. W. Parks, seats .......................................  100.00
Expended, Monson Slate Co., blackboards ..............  20.02
Expended,# Smith System Ideating Co., heating and
plumbing .........................................................    128.40
Amount undrawn, credited town expense account 1.58
2,500.00
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Strickland District, appropriated ...............1................$1,500.00
Expended, H. W. Varney, construction...................... $1,381.50
Expended, Monson Slate Co.. b lackboards ................... 23.76
Expended, Smith System Heating Co., heating and
plumbing ...........................................................................  90.60
Amount undrawn, credited town expense account .. 4.14
1,500.00
New Brick Sehoolhouse, village, appropriated ...........$600.00
Expended, R. J. Noyes, construction ............................... $175.00
Expended, H. S. Coombs, architect ............................... 269.76
Amount undrawn, carried to 1916 ............................... 155.24
600.00
Fire Alarm Maintenance Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1915 ....................... $655.00
Amount of Town Orders Drawn for Same
Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., electric current ....$178.76
./ P. Forrest, care ...............................................................  435.00
Amount undrawn, credited town expense account . . . .  41.24
655.00
Highway Account
Amount appropriated by town ....................................$10,000.00
Amount from flirt sold ................................................  15.50
Amount from E. M. Knight ........................................ 60.15
Amount from the State ................................................... 214 29
Amount o\ erf I raw n. charged to town expense ac-
w,1,nt ..............................................................................  1,790.67
12,080.61
Amount of town orders drawn for h ig h w ay s  $12,080 61
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Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Highways
Mar. 19 H. G. Richards, plank, 1914 ......................  $29.87
Apr. 15 E. L. Johnston, breaking winter roads, 1914 5.00
15 Torn Dorsey, labor .......................................... 8.00
15 Fred Michaud, labor ...................................... 5.00
15 C. L. McDougal, labor .................................. 23.00
30 J. E. McIntosh, team labor .........................  15.75
30 Rob Burke, team labor .................................. 24.00
30 C. L. McDougal, team labor .....................  34.50
30 H. A. Johnston, team labor .........................  32.33
30 D. Grant, team labor .....................................  6.75
30 James Rediker, team labor .........................  19.13
30 Charles Bray all, labor ...................... >........... 11.50
30 W. Rideout, labor .......................................... 18.75
30 C. Crock, labor .............. ■........................................ 13.81
30 Ed. Levesque, labor .....................................  12.50
30 E. V. Rogers, labor . . . . / ...................'..........  8.75
30 Ed. Nickerson, labor ......................................... 8.75
30 Jos. McKinnon, labor ........................................  12.38
30 Paul Crock, labor .............................................  8.75
30 Jos. Berube, labor .............................................  8.75
30 Fred Butler, labor .............................................  5.25
30 Grover Rediker, labor .......... ........................  2.00
30 John Davidson, labor ........................................  8.75
30 Frank Gorman, labor ........................................ 3.50
30 Jos. Pelkey, labor ............................................  1.00
30 Sam Guiggey, labor .........................................  3.50
30 J. A. McKenney, labor .................................... 7.50
30 N. Nichols, labor .................................................  4.00
30 J. W. Everett, labor ........................................  10.00
30 R. S. Davis, labor .............................................  8.75
30 Ira Reynolds, l a b o r ..........................................  4.50
30 Geo. Findlen, labor ............................................  25.00
30 R. Whitmore, labor .............. -.......................  4.00
30 Ben SI oat, labor ...............................................  9 00
30 Jas. McGarrigle, labor .................................... 14.50
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30 J. B. Sprague, labor ......................................  20.25
30 C. Christiansen, labor ...................................... 4.50
May 17 C. L. McDougal, labor .................................. 23.95
17 Ed. Levesque, labor ................................ .  . . 14.00
17 H. O. Nickerson, labor ..................................  31.50
17 Frank Gorman, labor .................................... 19.00
17 David Andrew, labor ......................................  7.00
17 E. V. Rogers, labor  ....................................  4.U0
17 Ed. Kelley, labor ............................................  6.00
17 H. A. Johnston, team labor ............................ • 51.75
17 Fred Farley, labor ........................................  3..00
17 Geo. Pelkey, labor ..........................................  12.00
17 Jos. Berube, labor ..........................................  12.00
17 W. Rideout, labor ..........................................  13.75
17 J. Cahill, team labor ......................................  4.50
17 R. Tapley, team labor ..................................  9.00
17 D. Grant, team labor ......................................  6.75
17 Geo. Findlen, team labor ..............................  6.50
17 W. A. Harlow, team labor ..........................  5.00
17 J. F. Averill, team labor ..............................  12.50
17 A. W. Haynes, team labor ..........................  22.50
17 J. C. Foster, team l a b o r ..................................  16.00
17 L. W. Marshall, team labor ...............    9.00
0
17 Fred Thomas, team labor ..............................  4.50
17 Dan Doughty, team labor ..............................  15.25
17 P. Bishop, team labor ..................................  13.90
17 G. H. Everett, labor .................   3.00
17 C. E. Russell, team labor ..............................  16.75
17_ J. A. McKenney, team labor ........................ 24.50 .
17 J. C, Clark, team labor ..................................  3.50
17 H. C. Barnes, team labor ..............................  8.50
17 Jas. McKenney, team labor ..........................  9.00
17 Elmer Arnsden, team labor ..........................  29.25
17 J. C. Clark, team labor ..................................  22.00
17 Mrs. Ed. Elliott, team l a b o r ..........................  22.00
17 Fred Michaud, labor ......................................  2.00
17 C. E. Jones, breaking winter roads .......... 45.00
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17 L. R. Seeley, breaking winter roads ...........  70.00
17 Jas. McGarrigle, breaking winter roads ..  90.00
17 Ray Kipp, breaking winter roads ...............  55.00
17 Olive Everett, breaking winter roads . . . .  90.00
17 Eli Thibodeau, breaking winter roads . . . .  35.00
17 Fred Philbrick, breaking winter roads . . . .  25.00
17 C. L. McDougal, breaking winter roads . . . 100.00
17 J. C. Clark, breaking winter r o a d s ............... 75.00
17 Peter Christiansen, breaking winter roads . . 60.00
17 G. A. Parker, breaking winter r o a d s   35.00
17 Sol Levasseur, breaking winter roads . . . .  50.00
17 Elmer Arnsden, breaking winter roads . . . .  60.00
17 (1 J. Danboise. breaking winter roads . . . .  75.00
17 H. C. Barnes, breaking winter roads ..........  95.00
17 E. Watson, breaking winter roads ...............  70.00
17 G. A. Cogswell, breaking winter roads . . . .  65.00
17 A. W. Haynes, breaking winter roads . . . .  60.00
17 J. T. Bonville, breaking winter roads . . . .  50.00
17 Jas. A. McKenney, breaking winter roads 60.00
17 Ed. Everett, breaking winter roads ..........  65.00
17 R. Vandine, breaking winter roads ..........  70.00
17 Jos. Greenier, breaking winter roads . . . .  70.00
17 G. W. Flannery, breaking winter roads . . . .  15.00
17 Guy Maines, breaking winter roads .......... 55.00
17 Jesse Kennedy, breaking winter roads . . . .  40.00
17 Berger Mfg. Co., culverts ..............................  277.20
17 G. W. Currier, plank ..................................  60.00
17 B. & A. R. R. Co., freight road-machine
blades  .............................................................  1.00
June 15 Arnes & Hacker, breaking winter roads . . . .  50.00
15 John McNamee, Jr., breaking winter roads . 20.00
15 Hopkins Bros., breaking winter roads . . . .  50.00
15 W. J. Flannery, breaking winter roads . . . .  35.00
15 Jos. Firullen. breaking winter roads .......... 50.00
15 Ben Parker, breaking winter r o a d s ... 35.00
15 P. W. Deane, labor ....................................... 39.85
15 C. L. McDougal, labor ..................................  52.75
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15 C. Kalloch, labor .............................................. 20.25
15 R. Tapley, labor ................................................. 18.00
15 Jos. Barnes, labor .................................... * • • . 24.75
15 C. Crock, labor .................................................  0.50
15 Perley Tapley, labor ......................................  11.00
15 E. V. Rogers, labor  ...................................  9.50
15 Sam Wise, labor ..............................................  13.00
15 Ed. Kelley, labor ............................................  1.00
15 F. Gorman, Labor .............    1.00
15 J. E. McIntosh, team labor ...........................  15.75
15 R. Dorsey, team labor ..................................... 11.25
15 H. O. Nickerson, team labor ......................... 22.50
15 Geo. Pel key, labor ........................................... 13.00
15 Ed. Levesque, labor ........................................  12.00
15 W. A. Haines, labor  , ..................  16.25
15 W. F. Churchill, gravel ................................. 4.92
15 A. A. Hockenhull. stone .................................  8.00
4
15 Reuel Shaw, team l a b o r ................................   62.70
15 R. O. Haines, traction engine l a b o r   8.00
15 F. A. Witherly, team labor ............................  38.50
15 C. M. Armstrong, team labor ........................  15.00
15 J. Coady, labor ................................................. 20.00
15 Sam Russell, team labor ...............................  6.50
15 W. A. Harlow, team labor ...........................  20.00
15 A. B. Hannon, team labor ...........................  4.50
'15 Fred Thomas, team labor ..............................  11.50
15 Mrs. J. A. Partridge, board J. C o a d v   7.00
15 L. W. Marshall, team labor ............................  13.50
15 E. Brewer, labor ..................................     2.00
15 W. Bomaster, labor .....................................  2.00
15 G. M. Hopkinson, team labor .......................  18.00
15 A. A. Hockenhull, team labor ........................ 5.00
15 John J. Guiggey. team labor .......................  33.75
15 P. L. Johnston, team labor ............................ 30.00
15 Ed. Sirois, team l a b o r ........................................  10.00
15 John Lee. labor ...............................................  7 50
15 M. McKenney. repairing culvert ................  2.00
X
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15 J. C. Clark, team labor .................................... 90.12
15 E. Emerson, building culvert ........................  12.00
15 Steve Nichols, labor ........................................  8.00
15 H. T hi beau, team labor ....................................  35.75
15 Herbert Day, team labor ...............................  16.00
15 Tom Day, team labor ...................................  15.00
15 Aldo Day, team labor ...................................  10.50
15 Paul Murphy, labor ........................................  13.50
J5 Walter Clark, labor ........................................  20.00
15 J. W. Day, labor ...............................................  6.50
15 N. Nichols, team labor ....................................  22.50
15 Murphy Bros, team labor ............................. 37.25
15 J. L. Murphy, team labor ............................... 29.00
22 John Malloy, breaking winter roads ..........  25.00
22 Jos. Berube, labor ........................................... 2.00
22 Lynwood Fisher, labor ................................... 2.00
22 Sam Guiggey, labor ....................................... 9.00
22 Wr. Id. Fisher, team labor ..........................  63.72
22 F. F. Michaud, labor ....................................... 2.50
22 Torn Dorsey, team labor ..............................  20.00
22 P. L. Johnston, team labor ..........................  18.00
22 A. S. Hersey, team labor ..............................  13.50
22 Roy Barnes, team labor .............................  34.50
22 J. A. McKenney, team l a b o r .......................... 15.00
22 Chester Hersey, labor ......................................  4.00
22 O. A. Hooper, labor ......................................  4.00
22 Percy Green, labor ..........................................  4.00
22 John Lee. labor ..............................................  5.50
22 Sam Guiggey, labor ......................................  6.00
22 F. C. Ames, team labor ..................................  12.00
22 1. Oonant, team labor ..................................  44.50
22 E. L. Conant. team labor ..............................  22.75
22 J. 0. Foster, team l a b o r .................................  17.50
22 Stephen Russell, team labor .........................  34.25
22 Ben Parker, team labor ..............................  7.75
22 ( \  M. Armstrong, board J. Ooady ...............  8.80
22 II. O. Nickerson, team labor .......................  29.25
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22 Geo. McKenney, team labor .......................... 45.00
22 C. Kalloch, team labor ..................................  24.75
22 8. Nightingale, team labor .......................... 56.00
22 Geo. Pelkey, labor ...............   9.00
22 Ed. Levesque, ■ labor ...................................... 9.00
22 Jos. Berube, labor .......................................... 2.00
22 H. Bomaster, labor .......................................... 11.00
22 Sam Wise, labor .............................................. 7.00
22 F. Gorman, labor ..........................................  2.00
22 Geo. McKenney, labor .................................. . 4.00
22 Perley Tapley, labor . .................................  1.00
July 10 E. M. Knight, team labor .............................  50.00
10 C. Kalloch, team labor .................................. 18.00
10 A. A. Stevens, team labor .......................... 18.00
10 J. E. McIntosh, team l a b o r .............................  49.50
10 H. O. Nickerson, team labor .........................  20.00
. 10 Gabriel Bros., gravel ...................................... 112.50
10 C. L. McDougal, labor .................................. 28.00
10 O. Ginn, labor .................................................. 8.75
10 Ben Parker, labor .......................................... 10.00
10 Jos. Berube, labor, .........................................  6.00
10 J. E. Watt, labor .......................................... 4.00
10 Sam McMann, labor ...................................... 4.00
10 Fred (Palmer, labor  ................................ 3.50
10 Everett Chapman, l a b o r .................................  7.00
10 Almon Armstrong, team labor  .............  22.00
10 Charles McMann, team labor .....................  21.00
10 Herbert Sawyer, team l a b o r .........................  18.00
10 Ed. Everett, team l a b o r .................................  26.00
10 C. E. Everett, team labor .............................  26.25
10 A. W. Barker, team labor .........................  5.00
10 Oscar Clark, team labor .............................  6.50
10 George McLauchlan. team labor ...............  26.00
10. Sam Everett, team labor .............................  13.50
10 W. H. Doughty, team labor .........................  4.50
10 A. G. Cottle, team labor .............................  11.25
10 J. M. Parker, team labor .............................  13.50
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10 Ira Reynolds, team labor .............    1.50
10 L. W. Marshall, team labor ..........................  26.50
10 Ed. Hayden, board of men ...............   1.00
10 H. P. Barnes, board of m e n ............................  8.60
10 C. M. Waldron, team labor ..........................  78.50
10 John Cahill, labor and stone ......................  31.50
10 Fred Michaud, labor ......................................  16.00
10 John Lundy, labor ............................................  33.0C
10 A. T. Peters, plank ............................................ 1.40
10 Geo. Pelkey, labor ............................................  18.50
10 Sam Wise, labor ...............    5.50
10 W. Rideout, labor .............................................  29.47
10 Ed. Levesque, l a b o r .........................................  20.50
10 Cash Clark, team labor .................................. 24.50
10 Alison Kelley, team labor ............................... 20.00
10 O. S. Higgins, team labor ............................. 23.25
10 A. S. Hersey, team labor ........................ . . .  9.00
10 C. J. Knight, team labor ................................  28.75
10 Henry Trask, team labor ................................  14.87
10 G. F. Rogers, team labor ................................  17.25
10 J. E. McIntosh, team labor ..........................  19.12
10 M. Sweeney, team labor ................................ 4.50
10 D. W. Haines, team labor ................................ 29.25
10 J. C. Clark, team l a b o r  ........................  27.00
10 Harvey Burtsell, team l a b o r ..........................  11.00
10 Jas. McKenney, team labor ..........................  20.25
10 P. L. Johnston, team l a b o r ..............................  9.00
10 F. G. Clark, team l a b o r ..................................  71.50
10 W. A. Haines, team l a b o r ................................  4.50
10 Joshua Barries, team labor ............................. 8.75
10 Solomon Deane, team labor ............................. 42.50
10 Clinton White, team labor .............................  45.25
10 G. A. Cogswell, team labor ............................. 5.00
10 W. F. Killiarn, team labor .............................  13.50
10 Tom Flannery, team labor .............................  29.50
10 Clarence Russell, labor ..................................  5.25
10 J. A. Russell, labor ......................................  11.75
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10 Harry Shaw, labor ..........................................  3.75
10 Sterling White, labor ......................................  3.50
10 Fred Michaud, labor ......................................  13.00
10 L. McLaughlin, labor ......................................  4.00
10 J. W. Everett, labor ......................................  27.00
10 Chester Hersey, labor ............................   2.00
10 Milton Barnes, labor ......................................  16.'37
13 O. W. Ames, team labor ..............................  13.50
13 Jos. Devoe, team labor ..................................  9.00
13 Jos. Barnes, team labor ............................... . 18.00
13 John Cloney, team labor ..............................  13.50
13 Geo. Cogswell, team labor ..........................  38.25
13 Ola Cogswell, team labor ..............................  13.50
13 G. W. Flannery, team labor ..........................  20.00
13 J. A. McKenney, team labor ...................... 75.84
13 Harris McKenney, team labor ...................... 18.00
13 Harris McKenney, board J. Coady .............. 4.00
13 J. A. McKenney, cash for stone .................. 10.00
13 Hopkins Bros., dynamite .............................. 1.75
13 F. Farnham, labor   4.00 •
13 Ed. Levesque, labor ........................................  8.00
13 Geo. Pelkey, labor ..........................................  8.00
13 AVallace McKenney. labor .............................. 4.50
13 Levi Hayden, labor ........................................  4.50
13 B. F. Parker, team labor .............................. 32.00
13 J. T. Bonville. team l a b o r .............................. 2.25
/
13 G. M. McNaughton, team labor .................. 45.00
13 E. Watson, team labor ....................................... -31.00
13 Warren Sawyer, team labor .........................  23.20
13 J. W. Everett, team l a b o r .............................. 10.00
13 F. Michaud, labor ..........................................  3.00
13 United Construction Co., culverts .............  155.33
Jnlv 29 F. C. Ames, team labor .................................. 30.50
29 John Coady, labor, blasting ledge .............  185.25
29 M. W. Bishop, team labor .........................  8.00
29 I. I). WTalls, team labor .................................  10.75
29 B. F. Good, team labor .................................  13.50
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29 Geo. McKenney, team labor ........................... 24.00
29 Win. Higgins, team labor ...............................  4.50
29 S. B. Webb, team labor ...............................  51.75
29 W. A. Haines, team l a b o r ..............................  78.00
29 W7m. Burtsell, team labor ............................... 58.50
29 Dan. Doughty, team labor ...........................  30.40
29 Ed. Hayden, labor ..............................     15.00
29 F. Michaud, labor ........................................... 2.00
29 Percy Green, labor ........................................... 10.50
29 G. A. Hooper, labor ....................................... 10.50
29 0. E. Clark, team labor and board of J. Coady 28.50
29 Mrs. T. Bell, board J. C o a d y ..........................  5.00
29 H. 0. Nickerson, team l a b o r ..........................  5.00
29 J. E. McIntosh, team labor ..........................  24.75
29 F. E. Knight, team labor ..............................  4.00
29 R. Vandine, team l a b o r ..................................  32.50
29 Frank White, team labor ..............................  9.00
29 Wallace Johnston, team labor ....................  6.50
29 Cashman Clark, team labor ..........................  27.75
29 John Toner, team l a b o r ..................................  11.00
i
29 Jas. Somers, team labor .............................. 4.50
29 Asa Barnes, team l a b o r ..................................  13.50
29 James Locke, team labor .............................. 37.35
29 Frank White, team labor .............................. 43.25
29 F. Michaud, labor ...................................   8.00
29 Ed. Levesque, labor ......................................  13.50
29 Geo. Pelkey, labor ..........................................  23.50
29 Ed. Levesque, labor ................................... \  . 7.50
29 W. Rideout, labor ...................................!. . . .  23.74
29 J. Cahill, team labor ...................................... 13.50
29 C. L. McDougal, labor ...........  53.75
29 John Malloy, breaking winter road .........  25.00
29 A. S. Hersey, team labor .............................. 4.50
29 R. C. Huntress, labor and materials .........  7.60
Aug. 23 Jas. McGarrigle, labor and materials ........  26.25
23 Mary Dorsey, team labor .............................  4.50
23 L. Bishop, team labor ..  i ...........................  13.00
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23 Thos. Leith, team l a b o r ..................................  9.75
23 C. M. Armstrong, team labor ......................  11.25
23 E. L. Conant, team labor .......... '...................  21.75
23 Olive Everett, team labor ..........................  33.00
23 H. A. Darkis, team labor .............................. 28.50
23 B. L. Haines, team labor . j .......................... 18.00
23 H. Kipp, team labor ......................................  13.50
23 J. McHugh, team labor ..................................  22.75
23 Jas. Clark, team labor ..................................  19.00
23 Geo. Parker, team labor ................................ ' 19.50
23 Vinal Jenkins, team labor .............................. 19.50
23 P. F. Thurlough, team labor .....................   4.00
23 Geo. Summerson, team l a b o r .......................... 7.60
23 Walter Estey, labor ......................................  2.50
23 W. P. Mahaney, labor ..................................  33.00
23 I. E. Kileollins, team labor .......................... 45.00
23 Geo. Cogswell, team l a b o r ..............................  13.50
23 J. E. McIntosh, team labor .......................... 27.00
23 Jos. Barnes, team labor .......................   28.12
23 J. L. Murphy, team labor .............................. 9.00
23 Tom Flannery, team labor .......................... 19.50
23 J. C. Clark, team labor .................................. 20.00
23 Otis Moreau, team labor ..............................  29.25
23 Jos. Emery, team labor .................................. 11.00
23 Cash Clark, team, labor .............. j...............  13.50
23 J. A. McKenney, team labor .......................  37.90
23 S. Dean, team labor ........................................  21.50
23 J. W. Rediker, team labor ...........................  13.00
¥
23 P. L. Johnston, team labor ............................ 14.25
23 M. A. Barnes, team labor ............................  24.75
23 Elmer Amsden, team labor .......................... 9.00
23 Geo. Lundy, team labor ..............................  11.05
23 John Russell, labor ........................................  4.00
23 Orin Russell, labor ............................................. 5.34
23 Fred Fields, labor ............................................. 4.00
23 F. Michaud, labor ............................................. 7.00
23 Ada Manter. board of J. Coady ....................  2.00
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23 Mrs. John McDonald, use of way .............  3.00
23 (\  Kalloch, team labor .....................................  14.62
/
23 Jos. Barnes, team labor .............................. 61.87
23 J. Cahill, team labor ...................................... 57.37
23 C. S. Wasson, labor ........................................  9.50
23 Toni Dube, labor .................................................  19.50
23 Wm. Lowe, labor ............................  . . 10.00
23 11. A. Johnston, l a b o r ........................................  2.00
23 Robert Burns, labor ......................................  3.00
23 Ed. Schwartz, labor ...................................... 2.00
23 U. J. Violette, labor trucking ......................  .35
23 H. F. Crock, labor .......................................... 12.50
23 F. Michaud, labor ..........................................  16.00
23 W. Rideout, labor ..............................   25.37
23 Ed. Levesque, labor ......................................  23.50
23 Geo. Pelkey, labor ..........................................  24.50
23 Frank Smith, labor catchbasins .................. 17.50
23 W. H. Boulier, labor ca tchbasins .................. 6.75
23 C. L. McDougal, labor ca tchbasins .............. 17.00
23 C. L. McDougal, labor ..................................  68.60
23 E. Watson, labor ..............................................  100.00
23 W. A. Haines, labor and materials .............. 88.40
23 H. 0. Nickerson, team labor, State Aid High­
way Maintenance    40.50
23 Homer Fisher, team labor, State Aid High­
way Maintenance    15.75
23 W. Rideout, labor ..........................................  12.37
23 II. F. Crock, labor ........................................... ' 4.00
23 0. S. Wasson, labor ......................................  11.00
23 Ed. Levesque, labor ...................    11.00
23 Geo. Pelkey, labor ..........................................  4.00
24 Win. McNamee, team labor ..........................  20.00
24 Wm. Killiam, team labor ..............................  4.50
24 Isabelle McIntosh, team labor ...................... 49.00
24 C. E. Clark, team labor .................................. 9.75
24 Frank Fisher, team labor .............................. 6.75
24 F. Michaud, labor ..............................................  6 00
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24 Stephen Ames, labor .....................................  3.00
24 W. A. Harlow, labor ...................................... ■ 50.75
24 J. E. McIntosh, labor ...................................  4.50
24 Lynn Kipp, gravel .........................................  12.84
24 W. V. Nelligan, sidewalks ........................... 200.00
24 Jos. W. Barnes, team labor. State Aid High­
way Maintenance ............  24.75
24 H. F. Crock, labor .........................................  5.00
24 Geo. Pelkey, labor ..................   7.00
24 Homer Fisher, team labor .........................  49.50
24 J. W. Rediker, team l a b o r .............................  2.25
24 H. 0. Nickerson, team labor ........................ 24.75
24 W. Rideout, labor .......................................... 12.37
24 C. S. Wasson, labor ........................................ 11.00
24 Ed. Levesque, labor ...................................... 11.00
24 Geo. Pelkey. labor .......................................... 4.00
24 H. F. Crock, labor ............................................ 6.00
24 E. M. Knight, foreman ...................................  141.00
Sep. 10 H. W. Thibeau, labor ..................................... 16.75
10 M. McLaughlin, labor .................................  9.00
10 J. L. Murphy, labor .......................................  26.00
10 W. Rideout, labor .......................................... 3.37
/
10 Geo. Brown, labor .......................................... 3.00
10 J. A. McKenney, labor .................................  10.00
10 H. C. Barnes, labor ............................................ 15.00
10 W. H. Haynes, labor ..................................... 33.25
10 H. McDougal, labor .........................................  20.00
10 John Levasseur, l a b o r ...................................... 1.75
10 John Coady, labor .......................................... 27.10
10 C. R. Christiansen, labor ................................  14.30
10 J. C. Foster, team labor ................................ 14.12
10 L. Deschesnes, team labor ............................  21.75
10 J. S. Duncan, team labor ................................  3.00
10 Basil Bryant, team labor ................................  2.25
10 C. M. Waldron, labor and lumber .............. 14.00
10 Rob Hockenhull. labor ..................................  9.00
10 Ed. Levesque, labor ......................................  11.00
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10 C. S. Wasson, labor ...................   3.50
10 Geo. Pelkey, labor ..........................................  4.00
10 H. F. Crock, labor ..........................................  4.00
10 Homer Fisher, team labor .......................... 14.63
10 A. P. Libby, team labor .............................  76.50
10 H . O. Nickerson, team l a b o r ..........................  18.00
10 J. W. Barnes, team l a b o r   ..............  11.25
10 W. V. Nelligan, sidewalks .......................... 588.56
10 C. L. McDougal, labor .................................  48.55
10 A. P. Libby, team labor, State Aid Highway
Maintenance ..................................................... 60.75
10 J. T. Bonvilie, team l a b o r ...............................  19.00
10 J. W. Barnes, team labor ...............................  24.75
10 E. Watson, team labor ....................................  41.97
10 W. Rideout, labor .........................................  16.87
10 H. W. Tra'fton, g r a v e l ..................   22.12
10 G. W. Currier, labor ......................................  100.00
Oct. 1 W. Levasseur, team l a b o r .............................. 6.50
1 C. White, team labor ...................f...................  18.00
1 W. H. Posher, labor ....................................... 1.75
1 F. Michaud, labor  ....................................  3.00
1 C. E. Clark, team l a b o r .................................... 6.00
1 L. R. Seeley, team l a b o r .................................... 5.62
1 Geo. Everett, team labor ..............................  13.70
1 Ruby Cram, cedars ............................................  4.00
1 H. F. Crock, labor ............................................  10.00
1 G. W. Currier, labor ......................................  100.00
1 W. Flannery, team labor ..............................  5.50
1 F. W. McGraw, team labor .......................... 9.00
1 John Lee, labor ..............................................  3.50
1 J. W. Everett, labor ...................................... 10.00
1 F. Michaud, labor ..........................................  5.75
1 A. A. Stevens, labor ......................................  5.00
1 C. S. Beckwith, labor ......................................  3.00
I Reuel Shaw, team labor ...............................  36.00
1 C. S. Grant, team labor ...............................  17.75
1 r\\ E. Houghton, team labor .........................  64.12
1 H E .  Towle, team labor .................................  5.00
1 G. F. Ashby, team labor .................................  16.75
1 Ed. Hayden, labor ............................................ 2.00
1 Perley Tapley, labor ......................................  2.00
1 C. L. McDougal, labor ...................................... 61.25
1 Ames & Hacker, dynamite, board J. Ooady . . 11.55
Nov. 9 David Murphy, plank ......................................  4.62
9 W. A. Harlow, team labor................................  10.62
9 S. Estabrook, labor .  ...................................... 17.10
9 H. O. Nickerson, team labor.........................  7.50
9 C. L. McDougal, labor ...................................... 73.75
9 Elman Johnston, breaking winter road . . . .  5.00
9 Arthur McDonald, labor and plank ...............  3.00
30 J. A. McKenney, labor and lumber ...............  20.00
30 Sol Levasseur, team l a b o r .............................  29.90
30 Elmer Amsden, team labor................................ 12.75
30 Fred Fields, labor ............................................ 7.50
/
30 C. E. Jones, team labor .................................. 5.00
30 J. C. Foster, team labor .................................. 16.70
30 N. Maskell, labor ..............................................  2.25
Dec. 7 C. White, labor .................................................. 3.00
/
7 C. L. McDougal, labor ...................................... 42.00
23 G. S. Stevens, l a b o r ............................................ 3.25
23 C. J. Danboise, labor : ..........................................  9.50
Jan. 20 A. P. Libby, team labor ..................................  22.50
20 C. L. McDougal, team labor .........................  6.00
20 Charles Hutch eon, repairing snow plow . . . .  2.50
31 B. S. Smith, team labor .................................. 2.25
31 G. L. Strickland, l a b o r ......................................  10.00
Feb. 17 F. W. Burns, l a b o r ............................................. 5.00
17 F. H. Haines, team l a b o r .................................. 25.00
17 G. W s Currier, l a b o r ..........................................  100.00
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1.7 B. A. Flewelling. lumber.................................  3.40
17 J. G. Paul, repairing snow p lo w ........................... 6.00
17 R. S. Davis, repairing snow plow ................... 13.00
19 A. A. Hockenhull, labor .................................  4.00
19 E. Watson, labor ...................................................300.00
19 G. W. Currier, l a b o r ..........................................  50.00
12,080.61
PAUPER ACCOUNT
Amount appropriated by the town ..................* ...........$2,000.00
Amount from the State ...................................................  300.40
Amount from N. Fessenden, Driscoll case ................. 6.47
Amount from A. L. Sawyer, repaid M. Phillips, nursing 63.00
Amount overdrawn, charged to town expense account 110.41
2,480.28
Amount  of town orders drawn for s a m e ....................... $2,480.28
Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Paupers
Mar. 19 II. Fisher, milk, Bert Parker ......................  $5.04
19 K. C. Haycock & Co., burial, Cyr infant . . . .  8.50
19 Rowena Watt, milk, P. Boulier family . . . .  2.40
19 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith ......................  7.50
19 Eleanor Maiou, board, Mary E v e r e t t   30.00
Apr. 15 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith .................. 12.50
15 Michael Dumond, board, Frank Langley . . 30.00
15 H. Fisher, milk, Bert Parker ...................... 5.58
15 C. L. McDougal, wood, Bert P a r k e r .............  6.00
15 Boyd Brothers, shoes, P. Boulier .............. 2.75
15 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. B o u l ie r .............  3.75
15 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Jerome Davenport 5.13
15 Lowery Clo. Co., clothing, Geo. Emerson .. 7.25
15 Susan Kelley, board, Geo. Emerson .........  93.00
15 Presque Isle, board, David Rock .............  4300
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15 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Matilda Scott . . . .  28.0/
30 Houlton, account of Prank Langley .............. 123.25
30 Island Falls, account of Frank Langley . . . .  4.60
30 C. L. McDougal, wood, Bert Parker ............  2.50
30 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. Boulier ................ 3.50
30 Isadore Ames, rent, P. Boulier .................. 12.00
30 Gabriel Bros., clothing, Lloyd Clark .........  7.50
30 Abby Sirois, supplies, Tom Davenport . . . .  4.35
30 Susan Kelley, board, Geo. E m e rso n ..  9.00
May 17 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. Boulier ...............  4.50
17 C. L. McDougal, wood, Bert Parker ............ 3.50
17 H. Fisher, milk, Bert P a r k e r ..............  5.40
17 Ben 'Eyars, board, Jane Smith .................. 5.00
17 Boyd Bros., supplies, Chas. Cyr .................. 3.00
17 K. C. Haycock & Co., burial, unknown infant 5.00
17 K. C. Haycock & Co., burial, Stewart infant 5.50
•lane 15 G. W. Currier, R. R. fare, Sophie Parent . . . .  1.30
15 H. Fisher, milk, Bert Parker .......................  5.58
15 C. L. McDougal, wood, Bert Parker .........  3.75
15 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Nelson Kelley family 22.01
15 Grand Isle, board, Jo. Levasseur .............  73.65
15 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith ...................... 7.50
15 Susan Kelley, board, Geo. E m e rso n ..  21.00
15 Lowery Clo. Co., clothing, Geo. Emerson . . . .  4.25
15 Maude Phillips, n u r s in g .......................  63.00
15 Amanda Violette, board, Mary Everett . . . .  18.00
22 French Co., supplies, N. K e l l e y ....... 10.03
22 Rosanna Guiggey, board, Mary M u rp h y   38.50
22 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith .................. 10.00
July 10 Isadore Ames, rent, P. Boulier .................. 12.60
10 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. Boulier .............  5.50
10 C. L. McDougal, wood, Bert P a r k e r ......  3.00
10 H. Fisher, milk, Bert Parker ...................... 4.20
10 Amanda Violette, board, Mary E v e r e t t   20.00
10 Lowery Clo. Co., clothing, Lloyd C l a r k   4.00
10 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith ..................  5.00
10 Ft. F. Drug Co., medicine, N. K e l le y ....... L60
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13 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Matilda Scott . . . . 26.32
13 L. Achorn, clothing, Albert Driscoll family 7.45
' 29 H. F. Kalloch, M. D., prof. services, Albert •
Driscoll family ............................................ 4.00
29 L. Achorn, clothing, Albert Driscoll family 29.90
29 French Co., supplies, N. K e lle y ...................... 12.49
29 Presque Isle, board, David Rock . . . . . . . . 56.00
29 H. Fisher, milk, Bert Parker ...................... •2.24
29 Ben ey a rs , board. Jane Smith .......... .......... 5.00
29 Peter Crock, rent, P. Boulier ...................... 6.00
29 Ft. F. Drug Co.. medicine, N. Kelley .......... 1.00
Aug. 23 Ida Smith, board, Lloyd Clark .................. 12.50
23 Ben Eyars, board. Jane Smith .................. 10.00
23 Peter Crock, rent, P. Boulier ...................... 6.00
23 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. Boulier .............. 4.00
23 Gabriel Bros., shoes, P. Boulier .................. 3.00
23 French Co., supplies, N. Kelley .................. 4.99
23 K. C. Haycock & Co., burial. N. Kelley infant 5.00
23 K. C. Haycock & Co., burial, Frank Hanson 39.15
23 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Albert Driscoll
family ............................................................. 35.95
23 N. Fessenden, cash, transportation, Albert
Driscoll family ............................................... 23,53
Sept. 10 S. L. Sherwood, supplies, Jerome Davenport 1.53
10 R. J. McKee, board, Mary Everett .............. 10.00
10 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith ...................... 5.00
10 Ida Smith, board, Lloyd Clark .................. 15.00
10 Ft. F. Clo. Co., clothing, Lloyd C l a r k .......... 11.20
10 S. L. Sherwood, supplies, Albert Driscoll
family ...................................• . . . • ................ 3.99
Oet. 1 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith ...................... 10.00
1 Peter Crock, rent, P. Boulier .................... 6.00
1 Boyd Bros., stockings, P. Boulier .............. 2.80
15 Presque Isle, board, David Rock .............. 56.00
15 L. Achorn, clothing, N. K e l le y ...................... 3.90
15 Ida Smith, board, Lloyd Clark .............. 12,50
15 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Matilda Scott . . . . 22.77
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15 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith .....................  5.00
15 Ames & Hacker, fuel, P. Boulier .............  6.75
Nov. 9 Eleanor Maiou, board, Mary E v e r e t t   55.00
9 Lowery Clo. Co., clothing, Geo. Emerson . . . .  11.00
9 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith .....................  5.00
9 Presque Isle, clothing, David Rock .........  22.45
9 Peter Crock, rent, P. B o u lie r .......................... 6.00
30 Emma Dumond, board. Antoine Parent . . . .  15.00
30 Ida Smith, board, Lloyd Clark .................. 15.00
30 Peter Crock, rent, P. Boulier family ..........  ■ 6.00
30 Hacker Shoe Store, shoes, P. Boulier, Jan.
to Dec...............................................................  20.00
30 Ft. F. Drug Co., medicine, P. Boulier family 5.25
30 Ft. F . Drug Co., medicine, C. Cyr .......... 1.15
30 Ft. F. Drug Co., medicine, Geo. Emerson . . 4.50
30 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith .................. 10.00
30 Gabriel Bros., clothing, Antoine Parent . . . .  2.00
30 Ft. F. Drug Co., medicine, N. K e l le y   1.75
Dec. 7 Emma Dumond, board, Antoine Parent . . . .  19.00
7 K. C. Haycock & Co., burial, Antoine Parent 37.90
7 Grand Isle, board, Jo. Levasseur ..............  65.00
7 C. L. McDougal, wood, N. Kelley ..............  3.00
7 Ben Eyars, board, Jane Smith ..................  2.50
7 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Bert P a r k e r   78.14
7 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. Boulier ........... 8.00
7 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Albert Bernard . . 24.00
23 Peter Crock, rent, P. Boulier ......................  6.00
23 D. D. Webber, merchandise, P. Boulier . . . .  1.00
23 Hopkins Bros., supplies, P. Boulier ...........  156.72
23 Hopkins Bros., supplies, N. Kelley ............  50.00
23 Nellie Dube, board and care, Geo. Lint infant 12.72
23 Susie Boulier, board Jane Smith ..............  5.00
23 Ft. F. Clo. Co., rubbers, James C ro s s   2.00
23 Rosanna Guiggey, board, Mary Murphy . . 45.50
23 Ida Smith, board, Lloyd C l a r k ....................... 10.00
23 Eleanor Maiou, board, Mary Everett ___ 30.00
Jan. 20 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Charles Crock . . . .  3.00
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20 R. J. McKee, board, Mary Everett  ........ 10.00
20 Susie Boulier, board, Jane Smith .............. 12.50
20 Presque isle, board, David Rock .............. 48.00
20 N. Fessenden, R. R. fare, Fred Gardner to
Oldtown .............................................. •. . . .  6.30
20 Ida Smith, board, Lloyd C l a r k ......................  10.00
20 Gabriel Bros., clothing, Lloyd C la r k ........... .. 2.50
20 Peter Crock, rent, P. Boulier ...................... 6.00
20 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. Boulier .............  5.75
20 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Matilda Scott . . . .  28.87
20 Addie Rogers, board, James Cross .............  10.50
20 C. L. McDougal, wood, Nelson K e l le y   2.75
31 Addie Rogers, board, James Cross .............. 10.50
31 R. J. McKee, board, Mary Everett .......... 10.00
31 Ossie Bros., board, Frank Langley .............. 2.45
Feb. 17 Boyd Bros., supplies, G. N. D r o s t .................. 23.83
17 Boyd Bros., clothing, C. C r o c k ......................  5.00
17 Ida Smith, board, Lloyd Clark .................. 10.00
17 Ft. F. Clo. Co., shoes and overshoes, Jane
Brown ...........................................................  7.00
17 W. H. Estey, board, Con. B o u lie r .................. 2.50
17 Hacker Shoe Store, shoes, Lloyd Clark . . . .  3.75
17 Hacker Shoe Store, shoes, F. Gardner . . . .  2.00
17 Hacker Shoe Store, shoes, P. Boulier . . . .  5.75
17 R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t .............. 10.00
19 A. L. Sawyer, M. D., services, Jerome Da­
venport ................................      5.00
19 Hopkins Bros., supplies, P. B o u l ie r ...........  31.25
19 Hopkins Bros., supplies, N. Kelley ............ 27.00
19 H. F. Kalloch, M. D., services, N. Kelley . . . 12.50
19 H. F. Kalloch, M. D., services, P. Boulier . . . .  1.50
19 PI. F. Kalloch, M. D., services, A. Parent . . . .  8.00
19 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Charles Crock . . 21.00
19 Town of Caribou, supplies, Ed. S c o t t   31.50
19 Susie Boulier, board, Jane Smith ...............  15.00
19 Addie Rogers, board, James Cross ...............  14.00
19 Gabriel Bros., hose, Janies C r o s s .................. .95
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19 G. W. Parks, rent and wood, N. Kelley . . . .  31.50
Pauper Expenditures, Individual Cases, Exceeding Twenty-
five Dollars in Amount
State Paupers
* Albert Driscoll family, moved back to New Brunswick. .$104.82 
Matilda Scott ................................................................   106.03
Town Paupers
Paul Boulier family ..............................................................$340.77
Bert Parker family ...........................................- ................ 124.92
Nelson Kelley family ...........................................................  189.52
Charles Crock family ...........................................................  41.65
Mary Everett ..................    213.00
Frank Langley .......................................................................  160.30
Jane Smith ...........................................................................  132.50
Jo. Levasseur .....................................................................  138.65
Antoine Parent, dead .........................................................  89.90
George Emerson ...................................................................  150.00
David Rock ...........................................................................  230.45
Mary Murphy .......................................................................  84.00
Lloyd C la r k .............................................................................  111.45
James Cross ......................  37.95
Ed, Scott .................................................................................  31.50
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Tow n Expense Account
Amount in treasury, February 20, 1915 ....................... $6,562.12
appropriated by town for 1915 ......................  4,000.00
rent Fisher house ..........................................  108.00
“ rent town barn .................................................... 150.00
“  from Union Cemetery Association........ ..........  97.00
Ll from State treasurer, dog tax of 1914 . . . .  104.50
4 ‘ from State treasurer, R. R. and Tel. tax . . 35.45
“ from circus license . .. *....................................  25.00
from pool table licenses ..............................  20.00
“ from bowling alley l ic e n se ...............................  20.00
%
4 ‘ from employment agency license ...................  25.00
li from undrawn balance, interest a c c o u n t   1,507.60
“  from undrawn balance, text book account . . 3.69
4‘ from undrawn balance, apparatus and appli­
ance account ...................................................  .94
from undrawn balance, insurance and repairs
account .............................................................  12.40
4‘ from undrawn balance, fire alarm account . . 41.24
i l from undrawn balance, Stevensville school-
house account ...............................................  1.58
i( from undrawn balance, Strickland school-
house account ......................... *..................... 4.14
Overlay ................................................................ 2,156.08
14,874.64
Amount of town orders drawn for town expenses. .'. .$5,584.51
Amount overdrawn on highway account ..................... 1,790.67
Amount overdrawn on paupers a c c o u n t ....................... 110.41
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Amount overdrawn on street lighting a c c o u n t   100.00
Amount undrawn to balance ..........................  7,289.05
14,874.64
Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Town Expenses
Mar. 19 Charles Leith, wood, town o f f ic e ......................  $9.00
19 Alena Hunt, typewriting warrant for town
meeting ....................................................................... 50
19 G. L. Strickland, service of notices and
s
warrants ....................................................   4.96
19 G. W. Currier, hosp. com. exp., Mrs. Wm.
Murphy ..........................................   14.12
19 B. A. Churchill, com. taxes of 1914, $51,056.00
at 1% per cent ........................................... 638.20
19 M. F. Dorsey, old bill of 1913 ..........................  36.87
Apr. 15 C. C. Harvey, town r e p o r t ....................................186.70
15 Loring, Short & Harmon, valuation books .. 14.00
15 Geo, W. Graves, truant officer 1914 ..............  25.00
15 Geo. W. Graves, police, circus days ..............  4.00
15 Frontier Water Co.. water, Fisher h o u se . . . .  10.00/ 7
15 A. F. Goodhue, care of town clock, bal. 1914 25.00
May 17 C. C.' Harvey, printing ....................................... 9.30
17 Ft. F. L. & Power Co., electric lights, town
office .................................................................... 3.30
17 Robt. Burke, team hire, Judkins case ..........  12.00
June 15 Riverside Cemetery Association, assessment on
lots ........................   6.00
15 Osime Bell, night watch and repairs on lockup 8.85 
15 Loring, Short & Harmon, books for town clerk 3.60
15 N. Fessenden, services, selectman, assessor,
overseer of poor ................................................100.00
15 N. Eng. Road Mchy. Co., blades for road ma- .
chines ...................................................................  25.50
15 T. E. Hacker, hall rent, town meeting ..........  25.00
15 F, E. Peterson, labor and materials ..............  53.30
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22 Ft. F. Jj. & Power Co., electric light, lockup,
•May, 1913, to May, 1915 ..............................  11.75
July 10 E. Watson, services, selectman, assessor, over­
seer ot p o o r .............................................. 100.00
10 C. L. McDougal, freight and trucking . . . . . . .  3.00
13 G. A. Ginn, t ru c k in g ................................ • ..........  15.90
29 N. Fessenden, services, selectman, assessor,
/  >  *  *
overseer of p o o r .................................  100.00
Aug. 23 Ft. F. L. & Power Co., electric light, town
office ...................................................................  3.27
23 F. E. Peterson, labor and m a te r ia ls ........ 81.38
23 G. W. Currier, services, selectman, assessor,
overseer of poor ..................... ........100.00
23 L. K. Cary Co., m erchand ise ....................
23 W. E. Alexander, services, civil engineer, Grant
road bridge, 1914 ................................. 10.00
23 A. F. Goodhue, care of town c lo c k ........ 25.00
23 Maine Register, year book for 1915 . . . 2.00
24 H. V. Goodhue, old bill ............................ 3.28
Sep. 10 L. E. Kipp, painting gu ideboards ............ 90.55
10 H. P. Hoyt, surveying highway ............ 10.00
10 Osime Bell, cleaning lockup .................... 6.00
Oct. 1 Frontier Water Ch., water, Fisher house . 10.00
1 G. L. Strickland, services, insane cases 
p o l ic e ...........................................................
, and
11.84
1 Loring, Short and Harmon, books town clerk 12.60
1 N. E. Rd. Mchy Co., blades for road machine 25.50
1 E. E. Scates, plank ........................... 23.18
1 L. E. Kipp, painting guideboards 34.35
1 J. McGarrigle, putting up guideboards . 25.75
1 G. W. Parks, labor and materials 110.49
.15 N. Fessenden, services, selectman, assessor,
overseer of poor ................................... 100.00
15 J. G. Paul, log drags ............................... 35.25
15 Ames & Hacker, scrapers and plow . . 37.10
15 H. O. Perry & Son, insurance, Fisher house . . 3.60
15 C. C. Harvey, printing dog notices and bill
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i
heads ...................................................................  8.10
15 W. Henderson, cleaning town office . ............  1.00
15 Osime Bell, wood for lockup ........................... 8.00
Nov. 9 Osime Bell, police, Oct. 2, 9, 16 ....................... 6.00
9 Gabriel Bros., plank ........................................... 10.72
9 Levi Gulliver, plank ............................................301.33
9 A. H. Dickison, painting auto speed signs' . . . .  11.35
30 E. E. Holt, cement and sand screen ..............  27.50
30 G. W. Currier, plank ........................................... 20.00
30 Belle Stevens, rent, town office to Nov. 1 . .. . 72.00
30 R. Burke, teams, highway sand ......................  65.75
30 Ed. Higgins, materials and repairs ..................  4.90
30 E. M. Knight, collecting highway bills ..........  3.00
30 M. McLaughlin, posts for guideboards ..........  12.00
30 Odbrey Ginn, putting up guideboards ..........  3.00
30 L. E. Kipp, painting guideboards ..................  15.65
30 Ft. F. Drug Co., old bill, 1 9 1 4 ........................... 3.75
Dec. 7 Ruby Crain, wood, town office ......................  16.00
7 G. A. Ginn, labor and materials ......................  37.60
7 N. Fessenden, services, selectman, assessor,
overseer of poor ................................................100.00
23 Ft. F. L. & Power Co., electric light, town
office ..............................  • . . .  . 4.70
23 H. P. Hoyt, surveying new road, colony . . . .  21.00 
23 Loring, Short and Harmon, merchandise . . . .  1.75
Jan. 20 C. C. Harvey, printing road n o t i c e ..................  4.80
20 Frontier Trust Co., vault rent ........................... 61.00
20 D. H. Boyd, treasurer village corporation, ac­
count of oiling main street, 1914................... 100.00
20 E. C. Clark, plow ............................................... 7.00
31 J. E. McIntosh, wood, lockup ........................... 6.00
31 T. M. McCrea, merchandise ........................... 16.34
31 H. P. Hoyt, surveying new road, Philbrick . . . .  6.00
31 A. F. Goodhue, care of town c lo c k ..................  25.00
31 G. L. Strickland, police .......................................  2.00
Feb. 17 Ft. F. L. & Power Co., lights, town office . . 2.30
17 John Ballard, labor on guideboards ..............  2.00
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19 Ruby Cram, wood, town office     ................  8.00
19 G. W. Parks, 5 signboards .....................................3.00
19 N. Fessenden, postage, telephone tolls  ...........  5.57
19 A. L. Sawyer, M. D., insane certificate ...........  3.00
19 H. F. Kalloch, M. D., insane certificate ...........  10.50
19 H. F. Kalloch, M. D., reporting births and
deaths  ............................................................. 6.00
19 H. F. Kalloch, M. D., services, board of health
and fumigating buildings ..............................  57.50
19 W. T. Spear, services, board of health ..........  50.00
19 H. W. Perry, services, town clerk and record­
ing marriages, births and deaths ................. 116.90
19 D. H. Boyd, services town treasurer ................300.00
19 E. Watson, bal., services, selectman, asses­
sor, overseer of p o o r  200.00
19 G. W. Currier, bal., services, selectman, asses­
sor, overseer of p o o r  200.00
19 N. Fessenden, bal., services, selectman, asses­
sor, overseer of p o o r  400.00
19 B. A. Churchill, abatements, taxes of 1914 .. . .421.31
19 B. A. Churchill, com. taxes of 1 9 1 3 .................. 20.05
19 B. A. Churchill, com. taxes of 1914 .................. 228.50
5,584.51
TOWN ORDERS DRAWN 1915
Common Schools ................................................................ $23,278.21
Free High S choo l....................................   5,453.59
Free Text Books ............................................... • ............ 1,200.46
Apparatus and Appliances .......... • ................................  1,229.01
Insurance and Repairs ...................................................  1,987.60
Superintendent School S a l a r y ...................................   . 700.00
Free Public Library ........................................................ 1,069.93
Memorial Day E x p e n s e .................................................... 75.00
Tuberculosis Appropriation ...........................................  209.00
Street Lighting ....................................   1,100.00
Hydrant Rental ................................................................  500.00
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Highways ...........................................................................  12,080.61
Paupers ...................................................... • . . . . • ............  2,480.28
Fire Alarm ....................................  613.76
New Brick School house ................................................... 444.76
New Stevensville Sehoolhouse .................................... 2,498.42
New Strickland District Sehoolhouse ................• . . . . 1,495.86
Town Expense ...................................................................  5,584.51
62,001.00
STATEMENT OF BONDED INDEBTEDNESS
Bridge Bonds. Amount of Each Bond $1,000 
Interest 31-2 per cent
Name of Supposed Holder
Houlton Savings Bank 
Penobscot Savings Bank 
Houlton Savings Bank 
Penobscot Savings Bank 
Penobscot Savings Bank 
Houlton Savings Bank 
New Sehoolhouse Bonds. Amount of each bond $1,000. 
Interest 4 1-2 per cent. Nos. 2 to 20, held by Merrill Trust 
(lo. $2,000 matures July 1st of each year hereafter until all 




15 Feb. 1, 1917
16 Feb. 1, 1917
17 Feb. 1, 1918
18 Feb. 1, 1918
19 Feb. 1, 1919
20 Feb. 1, 19.1.9
$10,000 Due Oct. 15, 1915. Outstanding at com. of year.
5,000 Due Oct. 20, 1915. New.
10,000 Due Dec. 10, 1915. New.
5,000 Due Oct. 15, 1915. Renewal.
5.000
/ Due Jan. 10, 1916. Renewal,
25,000 Due Jan. 28, 1916. New.
60.000
Outstanding Feb. 20, 1916 *15.000.00
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RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES
Resources
Cash in treasury Feb 20, 1916 ........................................... $5,871.45
Due from B. A. Churchill, taxes of 1915, less estimated
commissions and abatements ................................... 13,595.00
Taxes uncollected, 1914, estimated, n e t ..........................  1,500.00
Fisher lot on Main s t r e e t ................................................... 9,000.00
Total liabilities, including bonded debt, above
resources ........................  12,267.57
42,234.02
Liabilities
Bonded indebtedness, bridge bonds ................................$6,000.00
Bonded indebtedness, new schoolhouse bonds ........... 16,000.00
Total payable as Bonds m a tu r e ........................................22,000.00
Due to common schoo ls ................................   $2,905.51
Due to Free High S c h o o l ....................    1,795.27
Temporary loan notes unpaid ............................. 15,000.00
Free Public Library ........................................  373.00
New Brick Schoolhouse................  155.24
20,234.02




Fisher l o t .....................   $9,000.00
Stone c r u s h e r ........................................................................  1,000.00
Town barn and lot ............................................................ 1,500.00
Road machines, plows, rollers .........................................  1,000.00
Carts, wagons, tools ............................................................  250.00
12,750 00
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Summary
State tax paid in full
County tax paid in full
Current bills as presented paid in full
Bonded indebtedness reduced $4,000.00
No taxes due the town back of the 1914 tax
No outstanding town order debt
Temporary loan notes outstanding $15,000.00
Due common schools $2,905.51
Due Free High School $1,795.27
Due Public Library $378.00
Due new brick sehoolhouse $155.24




G. W. CURRIER 
February 20, 1916 Selectmen of Fort Fairfield
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Report of Treasurer
Town of Fort Fairfield in Account with D. H. Boyd, Treasurer
February 20, 1915.
Dr.
To cash in treasury ..............................................................$6,562.12
“ “ temporary loans .............................................40,000.00
“ “ interest ................................................   144.63
“ “ interest, J. E. Bubar .................................... 120.00
“ 11 Mrs. A. C. Paul, r e n t ............................  156.00
“ “ Ames & Hacker, rent ....'■.................... 150.00
✓
“ earth sold ...................... 1...............................  15.50
lt “ N. Fessenden, repayment, Driscoll pauper
ease .............................................................  6.47
11 State Treas., dog tax r e f u n d .......................  104.40
“ il State Treas., public library .......................  .128.00
11 11 State Treas., paupers .................................   300.40
“ “  State Treas., h ig h w a y .................................  214.29
£k “  State Treas., soldiers’ pensions ................ 203.00
“ “ State Treas., Free High School ................ 500.00
“ “  School and mill fund ....................................  5,530.82
“ “ Common school fund ....................................  5,054.01
lt ‘ R. R. and Tel. tax ........................................  35.45
£‘ “ E. M. Knight, highway .............................. 60.15
“ “ bowling alleys and pool-table license . . . .  40.00
£ ‘ “ circus license ..................................................  25.00
t£ “ Union Cemetery A ssociation ...............  97.00
£‘ “ H. W. Perry, dog licenses, 1915 ...............  186.00
“ M. F. Dorsey, employment agency license 25.00
lt “ F. E. McGouldrick, transportation N.
Hafey ............................................................ 6.00
“ F. E. McGouldrick, supplies sold ............ 129.95
‘ “ F. E. McGouldrick, tuition, High School . . 85.00
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“ “ F. E. McGouldrick, text books sold . . . .  4.15
“ “ A. L. S a w y e r ...............................  63.00
B. A. Churchill, coll., tax 1913 ..............  790.13
“ “ B. A. Churchill, coll., interest 1913 ..........  814.75
“ “ B. A. Churchill, coll., tax 1 9 1 4 ................21,901.31
“ “ B. A. Churchill, coll., tax 1915 .............. 58,656.00
“ “ Treasurer M. & S. fund, school account . 217.76
142,326.29
Cr.
By paid temporary lo a n s ............................................. $45,000.00
“ "  in te r e s t ................................. ...........................  2,527.30
“ “ bonds ..............................................................  4,000.00 '
State tax .....................................................  15,015.33
“ “ State pensions.................   204.00
“ “ County tax, 1914 ........................................  3,494.86
“ “ County tax, 1915 ........................................  3,781.09
“ “ Merrill Trust & Banking Co., exchange 1.50
“ l< dog licenses, 1915    ...................................... 212.00
“ “ town orders, 1915 and 1916 .....................  62,001.00
“ “  interest treasurer M. & S. fund .............. 217.76
Cash in T re a su ry ........................... 5,871.45
142,326.29
D. H. BOYD, Treasurer.
Fort Fairfield, Maine, February 19, 1916.
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Fort Fairfield Public Library
Report of the Trustees
During the year just closed the Public Library has been 
more largely patronized than in any other year of its history, 
11,121 books being taken out. We feel that the interest of 
the Library has been carefully looked after by our faithful 
Librarian, Mr. C. E. Hoit, and that he has served the public in 
his usual courteous manner. During the year 208 new books 
were added to the Library.
The balance of the Library fund now in the hands of the 
town, will be required to pay for books which are being order­
ed to replace some of the old ones that are out of repair, and 
for some new books which are being added. The wooden parts 
of the Library building will need to be painted this season 
and a concrete or tar walk should be placed around the build­
ing to keep water away from the cellar wall.
We desire to acknowledge with thanks the contribution to 
the Library of books and magazines by Mrs. Charles A. Morse 
(formerly Miss Nellie E. Thurlough), of books by Miss Gena 
Dorsey and Mrs. Reuben F. Thurlough, of statuary by A. F. 
Goodhue and Mrs. H. N. Goodhue, and of pictures by Mrs. G.
E. Bartlett and the Philomathian Club.
We recommend that the sum of $1,250 be raised for 
Library purposes for the ensuing year, which sum we estimate 
will be sufficient to pay the usual fixed charges and the neces­
sary repairs.
Fort Fairfield, Me., February 26, 1916.
A. D. SAWYER 
W. T. SPEAR 
H. T. POWERS 
A. 0. FRENCH 
H. W. TRAFTON
Trustees
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Report of Wm. T. Spear, Treasurer of Trustees of Fort 
Fairfield Public Library, for Municipal Year of 1915
Wm. T. Spear, Treasurer
To Trustees of Public Library
1915 Dr.
May . 4 To check of H. W. Trafton to H. T. Powers
and by him endorsed $22.13
‘ ‘ 8 To check of town treasurer, balance' from
1914 appropriation 319.93
< c 11 To check C. E. Hoit, librarian, fines 25.00
June 10 To town order or check town treasurer 500.00
1916
Jan. 3 To town order or check town treasurer 100.00
Feb. 2 To town order or check town treasurer 100.00
i  i 2 To received C. E. Hoit, librarian, fines 55.00
C C 18 To town order or check town treasurer 50.00
1,172.06
19.15 Cr.
M ay 10 By paid C. E. Hoit, librarian, salary $150.00
< 4 13 By paid for electric lights for Jan., Feb.,
Mar., Apr., 1915 15.10
< i 13 By paid H. 0. Perry & Son, insurance
premiums 31.80
June 2 By paid electric lights for May, 1915 1.39
C ( 10 By paid De Wolfe & Fiske Co., for books 197.81
I i 10 By paid C. L. McDougal, trucking .35
July 3 By paid electric lights for June, 1915 .90
( ( 13 By paid DeWolfe & Fiske Co., for books 1.94
C i 28 By paid Ames & Hacker, 12 tons coal 98.40
Aug. 2 By paid C. E. Hoit, librarian, salary 150.00
c c 3 By paid electric lights for July, 1915 .90
Sep. 6 By paid electric lights for August, 1915 2.43
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By paid A. F. Goodhue for blank book for 
librarian 1.35
By paid C. E. Hoit, librarian, salary 150.00
By paid L. K. Cary Co., for labor cleaning 
furnace, on closet, for roofing, etc. 8.65
By paid electric lights for October, 1915 3.69
By paid Fort Fairfield Drug Co., for books 18.25
By paid electric lights for November, 1915 3.87
By paid H. W. Varney for labor and dis­
bursements for and in fitting storm 
windows on Library building 87.15
By paid electric lights for December, 1915 4.50
By paid C. E. Hoit, librarian, salary 150.00
By paid C. E. Hoit, for labor on wood, mowing 
lawn, etc. 14.80
By paid II. W. Trafton, two cords wood 14.00
By paid electric lights for January, 1916 3.90
By paid H. O. Perry & Son, insurance
premium 33.90
1,148.48
Balance in treasury, $23.63













Earlon K. Guild  Term expires March, 1916
AY. 6. Chamberlain ........................... Term expires March, 1917
E. E. Scales  Term expires March, 1918
Officers of the Board
C h a irm a n ......................   Earl on K. Guild
S e c re ta ry    .Frank McGouldrick
Superintendent of Schools
Frank McGouldrick*
Office in High School Building 
Telephones: Office 224-2; Residence 224-4
Truant Officers
George L. Strickland Osime Bell
School Calendar for 1915-16
March 29, 1915 ................................................Spring term opened
June 11, 1915 Spring term closed and graduation
September 1‘>, 1915 ............................................Fall term opened
December 17. 1915 ...................;. . . .Fall term closed
January  J, 1916  AYinter term opened
March 17, 1916 ................................................ AYinter term closed
March 27, 1916 ................................................ Spring term opens
June 9, 1916 ........................Spring term closes and graduation
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To the Superintending School Committee and Citizens of 
the Town of Fort Fairfield:—
I hereby submit to you my fourth annual report of the 
schools of Fort Fairfield.
High School
The work in the High School has been very satisfactory. 
However, it is outgrowing its present quarters, and it will be 
necessary before many years to enlarge accommodations for 
the increasing number of students wishing to take advantages 
of the secondary school courses. Public sentiment is demand­
ing that the work of the schools shall be made more practical, 
that it shall meet more the demands of the majority, and cater 
less to the colleges. Schools are constantly altering their 
courses and requirements along this line. A generation agu 
the aim of the High School was to prepare for college; there­
fore the curriculum was far more inflexible than it is today. 
The High School of the present is striving or should strive to 
fit our young people for living under varying environments 
and conditions. Consequently our High School courses should 
be enriched and additions made to our equipment and teach­
ing force in order to make it possible to teach these subjects 
properly.
A great handicap to the progress of our High School is the 
indifference of some parents. They do not visit the classes, 
and therefore know little or nothing of the work or ability of 
the teachers. Many students are absent from school for 
trivial reasons so that they are always behind in their work 
and discouraged. Some boys and girls are making complete 
failures in school, not because of a low grade of intelligence, 
but because they do not observe proper study hours. The 
interests of the school should be first in the life of the pupil, 
but unless parents magnify them, the boys and girls will not 
regard them as important. For a more detailed report of the 
High School and its needs. T would refer you to the report of 
Mr. G. Herbert Foss. Principal.




The following is the present corps of instruction:— 
Principal, G. Herbert Foss, Mathematics and History. 
Sub-master, Ernest M. Moore, Science and History 
Miss Erma V. Reynolds, Latin and French.
Miss Verna B. Cochrane, Commercial Branches 
Miss Ethel G. Chamberlain, English and Biology. 
Miss Mildred E. Beatham, English and Expression. 
Mrs. Ethel G. Scales. Mathematics and Bookkeeping.
SCHOOL STATISTICS
Total enrollment .........................................................  195
Total No. of Boys ......................................    72
Total No. of Girls ...................................................  123
No. of Seniors ............................................... 38
No. of Juniors ...............................................  52
No. of Sophomores.............. ............................ 52
No. of Freshmen ................................   50
No. of Unclassified students ..................  3
Total number graduated June. 1915 ......................  30
(a) Boys  ................    15
(b) Girls ...........................................................  15
Graduated from the College Prep. Course 12
Graduated from the English C o u rse   12
Graduated from the Commercial Course. . . .  6
REMARKS
The present-year High School enrollment of 195 shows am 
increase of 13 over the enrollment of last year. The proba­
bility is that next fail the enrollment will be at least 210. The 
room in the High School building now available for the 
purposes of the High School is inadequate, and each year is 
becoming more so. The matter of providing more room for 
the uses of the High School must soon be brought to the 
attention of our citizens.
In my report last year I called the attention of parents to 
the importance of having their children punctual and regular
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in attendance. I have been more particular this year than 
last in regard to this matter, and, although an improvement 
has been shown, I am not satisfied. 1 insist upon an excuse 
tor every absence, and resort to different means of impressing 
upon the mind of a scholar the great importance of being 011 
lime. I fully realize the distance from which some of the 
students are obliged to come each day, and the efforts some 
are putting forth to get an education. I thank the parents 
for their co-operation in reducing the inconveniences of non- 
attendance, and, with a contiuance of this spirit of- co-opera­
tion, we can reduce this evil to a minimum. Please remember 
that from make-up lessons it is impossible for the student to 
derive the benefit that he would have obtained from attendance 
at regular class-room work, and the student can not advance 
from one class to a higher one who does not attend school 
regularly. Do not. expect that he will advance. Insist that 
your child be at school on time, be regular in attendance, 
and work with his teachers to benefit your child in every way 
possible.
Again I beg of you parents to visit the school, to see what 
your child is doing. I try to keep you informed as best I can, 
but there is no other wav so satisfactory as a face-to-face talk 
here at the school. W on’t each and every parent please make an 
effort to visit us? We as teachers could do so much better if 
we could converse with you about things which you know in 
regard to the child and we do n o t ; and von could have a better 
understanding if you would learn from 11s things we know 
and you do not. Working together, could we not do much 
better for your child? Certainly, yes.
It seems to me a very unfortunate thing for a child to grow 
up in ignorance of that which all educators consider of great 
importance. I refer to the knowledge of music. Music 
taught in our schools would add but little to the work of the 
pupil, and would serve as a relaxation from his other school 
duties.
Fort Fairfield is one of the very, very few towns of its size 
in New England that does not provide for instruction in music
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in the public schools. Houlton, Presque Isle and Caribou have 
umsic-teachers; and can not Fort Fairfield, whose interest and 
support of schools has never been excelled by our sister towns, 
provide for this great need'?
In closing, I wish to thank the citizens, school committee, 
and superintendent for their support and aid rendered to my 
assistants, my students and myself during* the past year.
V
R e sp e e tful 1 y su b m itte d.
G. HERBERT FOSS.
Grades of Fort Fairfield Village
We are employing eleven teachers in the grades; four in the 
Hacker building, four in the Fessend-en, and three in the High 
School building. Nine of these teachers taught in the grades 
last year. The new teachers in the Hacker building are 
Blanche Ginn who teaches Grade II, and Ellen C. Smith who 
has charge of Grades III and IV. No change was made in the 
teaching force in the Fessenden building. Alma I. Burke was 
transferred from Grade II of the Hacker school to Grades V 
and VI in the High School building.
Rural Schools
We are maintaining 23 rural schools at present. This num­
ber is one more than last year.
During the summer vacation a new sehoolhouse was erected 
in the Stevensville district and also one on the Strickland 
Hoad. Schools were opened in these buildings last September. 
The name of the new school on the Strickland Road is the Lin­
coln School.
At the close of the school year last June the parents in the 
Ridge district made a request that their school be suspended 
and the pupils transported to the village. Upon investigation 
ii was found that the transportation would be cheaper than the 
maintenance of the school so the request was granted.
Consequently we have added two schools to the number of 
last year and taken away one.
Fewer changes than usual have been made in the corps of
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teachers. During the fall terra F. W. Bridges resigned his 
position at MapLegrove and Joseph F. Burch was secured for 
the place. At the close of the fall term two teachers tendered 
their resignations. Loana Spearin resigned the Conant School 
and Joseph F. Burch the Maplegrove Grammar. Elizabeth 
Everett was secured for the Conant district and Rev. Herman 
Clark for the position at Maplegrove, During the winter term 
Mary J. Kiernan was obliged to resign her position in lilt, 
McIntosh district because of illness and Annie V. True was 
hired to fill the vacancy.
Music
It is time for Fort Fairfield to have a special teacher of mu­
sic. This town is one of a very few places of its size in the 
State where a supervisor of music is not employed, and there 
are many smaller towns which consider systematic instruction 
in this subject a necessity.
Music in the public schools has great educational value and 
should not be regarded as an accomplishment for a few pupils 
of excellent ta len t; the study should not be confined to those 
of remarkable ability or taste in that direction. If the subject 
i* properly taught it cultivates keenness and accuracy of sight 
and hearing, arouses right feelings, and concentrates the a t­
tention. It also affords a natural opportunity for teaching 
good bodily habits, deep breathing and distinct articulation.
The best of the physical, mental and spiritual nature can be 
stirred and strengthened by the use of the right kind of sing­
ing. Many beautiful songs can be sent each year into every 
home that is in touch with the public schools. Patriotism and 
love of home and nature in their truest sense can thus be im­
pressed.
Fort Fairfield should raise $1,000.00 for music in the public 
schools the coming year, and an article has been inserted in 
the warrant to give the citizens an opportunity to take action 
in regard to this matter. The sum of $700.00 should be 
allowed ’for the teacher’s salary and the remaining $300.00 for 
looks and equipment.
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School Libraries
Several schools have small libraries which are supported by 
the teachers and pupils. A few of the books have been 
donated but most of them were purchased with the money 
raised by school entertainments.
The real value of teaching a child to read is measured by 
the kind of books he learns to love. The study of the text 
book on any subject should be supplemented by the systematic 
reading of good books on the same subject. These books
i
should be in the school library. They should connect the les­
sons learned from the text books with good general reading 
and literature.
Geography and history are taught to little purpose in the 
school if they fail to create in the pupil the desire to know 
more of the people and products of other lands and other 
sections of his own land.
Well-selected books of travel, biography and fiction and 
poetry should be made the means of extending the lessons 
taught from the text books.
None but good books should be tolerated in a school library, 
and every teacher should know what constitutes a good book 
for children. The books of the library should be a part of the 
daily life of the school. Daily reference to them should be 
made in assigning Lessons, and pupils should be taught how to 
read a book intelligently and to make reports, oral or written 
on what they have read.
The school library may serve as a link to bind together the 
home and the school, and to arouse the interest of parents in 
what their children are reading. There is no better intellec­
tual and moral home influence than that which comes from
leading a good book aloud in the family circle. Teachers
should suggest to pupils valuable books suitable for their age,
v  7
attainments, tastes and necessities. Many boys have been 
ruined by dime novels who might have been saved by reading 
good books.
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Medical Inspection
The chief aim of the Spartans was to train the body but the 
monks of the middle ages regarded the body as unworthy of 
attention because their aim was to train the mind. With a 
remarkable degree of slowness it has at last been discovered 
that the aim should be " a  sound mind in a sound body.”
Many of our boys and girls are failures in school because of 
.physical defects that could be easily remedied. Several 
pupils have been reported to me as deficient in their studies 
and difficult to manage because of their physical condition.
The question for us to consider is how shall we proceed to 
improve the physical welfare of the child. The teachers do 
not have the expert knowledge of a physician but frequently 
they are obliged to guess whether children who have had mea­
sles are ready to return to school; whether a child of a family 
that is having measles, the child himself not being afflicted, 
should be excluded from school; whether a boy who says he 
has not sufficiently recovered from measles to go to school is 
liot using that as an excuse to stay away from school perhaps 
two weeks after he is in condition to return; whether pupils 
who will not study because they say their eyes are troubling 
them are telling the tru th ; whether children are doing poor 
work because of adenoids; whether certain children really 
have lice and whether pupils with sores on their hands have 
some contagious disease.
There should be a school physician to give expert decisions in 
such cases and to examine each year every school child whose 
condition is not normal.
The report of an e x c \ urination given by one school physician
in Maine may be of interest.
Total number of pupils examined 491
Number having Bad Teeth 157
4 4 4 4 Round Shoulders 153
4 4 4 4 Protruding Shoulder Blades 118
4  4 C 4 Flat Feet 75
c c 4  4 Defective Vision 68
4 4 4 4 Weak or Irregular Hearts 27
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%
“  “ Uneven Shoulders 3?O
Spinal Curvature 32
“ ' “ Swollen Tonsils„ 11
Adenoids 15
Pigeon Breasts 5
‘ ‘ Ci Sunken Chests i
S“ Bow Leers 3
“ “ Tongues Tied 2
! have selected this report because the results of this exam­
ination seem to be about the average.
Medical inspection is absolutely necessary to remove many 
of the physical hindrances to good work in our schools.
Diseases of the mouth and throat, the presence of adenoids 
and other kindred ailments are receiving attention from school 
officials as never before. According to the best authorities 
the mouth and particularly the teeth contain, usually, germs 
that, under certain physical conditions, produce many of the 
dreaded diseases. Tn many cases the early symptoms of dis­
ease as reported by a school physician can be carefully watch­
ed by the teachers and parents and medical advice consulted 
in time. By this means an epidemic of some contagious 
disease may be averted.
There is no article in the warrant asking for an appropria­
tion for medical inspection, but I have touched upon it in my 
report because 1 think it is a matter that should be carefully 
considered in the near future.
The State Law is as follows:—
Sec. L The superintending school committee of every city 
and town shall appoint one or more school physicians and 
shall assign one to the medical inspection of not over one 
thousand pupils of the public schools within its city or town, 
and shall provide them with all proper facilities for the per- 
Jormance of their duties as hereinafter prescribed: provided,
however, that the said committee has been so authorized bv
* * '
vote of town at regular town meeting or at a special town 
meeting called for that purpose.
Sec. 2. Every school physician shall make a prompt examina-
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tion and diagnosis of all children referred to him as herein­
after provided, and such further examination of teachers, 
janitors and school buildings as in his opinion the protection 
of the health of the pupils may require.
Sec. 6. The pupils so examined by school physicians, when 
treatment is necessary shall not be referred to the school 
physicians for such treatment unless the school physician be 
the regular family physician of such pup il; but shall be referred 
to the regular family physician of such pupil through the par­
ents or guardian.
Sec. 4. The superintending school committee shall cause to be 
referred to a school physician for examination and diagnosis 
every child returning to a school without a certificate from' 
the board of health or family physician after absence on ac­
count of illness or whenever in the judgment of the teacher 
the circumstances of the absence were such as to require such 
a certificate; and every child in the schools under its juris­
diction who shows signs of being in ill health or of suffering 
from infectious or contagious diseases, unless he is at once 
excluded from school by the teacher; except that in case of 
schools in remote and isolated situations, the school committee 
may make such other arrangements as may best carry out the 
purposes of these sections.
Sec. 5. The superintending school committee shall cause 
notice of diseases or defects, if any, from which any child is 
found to be suffering to be sent to his parents or guardian. 
Whenever a child shows symptoms of small pox, scarlet fever, 
measles, chicken pox, tuberculosis, diphtheria or influenza, 
tonsilitis, whooping cough, mumps, scabies or trachoma, he 
shall be sent home immediately or as soon as safe and proper 
conveyance can be found and the board of health and superin­
tendent of schools shall at once be notified.
Sec. 6. The superintending school committee of every city 
or town shall cause every child in the public schools to be 
separately and carefully tested and examined at least once 
in every school year to ascertain whether he is suffering from 
defective sight or hearing or from any other disability or
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defect tending to prevent his receiving the full benefit of his 
school work, or requiring a modification of the school work 
in order to prevent injury to the child or to secure the best 
educational results. Tests of sight and hearing shall be made 
by the teachers or by the school physicians. The committee 
shall cause notice of any defect or disability requiring treat­
ment to be sent to the parent or guardian of the child, and 
shall require a physical record of each child to be kept in such 
form as the state superintendent of public schools shall pre­
scribe after consultation with the state board of health.
Sec. 7. The state superintendent of public schools shall pre­
scribe after consultation with the state board of h-ealth, the 
direction for tests of sight and hearing, and shall prescribe 
and furnish to the school committees suitable rules of 
instruction, test cards, blanks, record books, and other useful 
appliances for carrying out the purposes of the six preceding 
sections.
Sec. 8. Expenses which a city or town may incur by virtue 
of the authority herein vested in the superintending school 
committee shall not exceed the amount appropriated for that 
purpose in cities by the city council and in towns by a town 
meeting. The appropriation shall precede any expenditure 
under the seven preceding sections and the sum appropriated 
shall be deemed sufficient appropriation in ,the municipality 
where it is made. Such appropriation need not specify to 
what section of the act it shall apply and may be voted as a 
total appropriation to be applied in carrying out the purposes 
of said sections.
REPAIRS
The desks in the first, second and fourth grade rooms of the 
Fessenden building were thoroughly scraped, stained and 
varnished. The desks in the fifth, sixth and seventh grade
a
rooms of the High School building were treated in the same 
way.
The steps at the side entrances of the High School building 
were repaired. A line of posts was set at one corner of the
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High School campus to prevent driving across the athletic field. 
Repairs were made upon pipes leading from the pump house 
to the High School building.
The top of the chimney of the Ames schoolhous#e was re­
built.
The roof of the Barnes building was re-shingled and the top 
of the chimney re-built.
The chimney in the Blaisdell district was repaired.
The work of grading the Chambers school yard- which was 
commenced last year was completed during the summer vaca­
tion. The walls and ceiling of the schoolroom were repaired 
and the chimney re-built.
A new door was furnished for the Oonant. district.
New doorsteps for each entrance of the Dinsmore school- 
house were built, and repairs made to the walls and ceiling.
A new door was provided for the Goodrich building.
New toilets were built in the Grass district and the Hawkeye 
chemical closets installed. The top of the chimney was re­
built. and repairs made to the walls of the schoolroom.
The chimney of the Haines sehoolhouse was repaired; also 
the walls and ceiling.
The outside of the McIntosh building was painted.
A new hardwood floor was laid in the Murphy schoolroom, 
and the walls and ceiling repaired. A new door was provided, 
the locks and catches of the old doors fixed, the top of the 
chimney re-built and the woodshed repaired.
The top of the chimney in the Page district was re-built.
Repairs were made .to the walls and ceiling of the Russell 
schoolroom and the chimney re-built.
The chimney of the Turner building was repaired.
Only minor repairs were made in the districts not mentioned.
Considerable money was required for renewal of insurance 
as all the policies on the High School building, three on the 
Fessenden, and all on the Maplegrove expired during the 
vear.
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Upon examination of the chimneys last summer we were 
surprised to find that a large number of them needed repairs 
at once. The expense of this work made it necessary to leave 
undone some of the rural repairs I recommended in my report 
of last year.
t .
The following repairs are recommended for the coming 
y e a r :—
c
Two more toilets and a longer urinal for the boys’ basement 
of the High School building.
A new urinal for the Fessenden building.
Some provisions made to prevent the High School roof from 
leaking in the winter.
A hardwood floor for the Monson sehoolhouse and repairs 
to its foundation.
Six Hundred Dollars could be used to good advantage by 
painting the outside of several of the rural schoolhouses. 
About Three Hundred Dollars should be expended upon the 
walls and ceilings of rural buildings.
At least two Smith Heating and Ventilating Plants for coun­
try schools should be purchased.
An allowance of Five Hundred Dollars should be made for 
toilet improvements in the rural districts.
Directory of Teachers in Service March 1, 1916
Schools Teachers Salaries Grades or Subjects Residence
High G. Herbert Foss $l,500per yr. French, History & Algebra Fort Fairfield
< < Ernest M. Moore 1,000 “ Math. & Sciences Gardiner
< c Mildred A. Beatham 700 “ English Kingman
c c Erma V. Reynolds 600 “ French & Latin• Waterville
i  i Ethel G. Chamberlain 550
Biology, English & Solid 
Geometry Fort Fairfield
c c Ethel Scales 650 “  - Commercial Dept. Monson
t  i Verna B. Cochrane 600 “ Commercial Dept. Caribou
H . Sch. Building Joseph Bradley 800 ‘‘ VIII Fort Fairfield
i  i Mildred A. Atwater 504 VII Fort Fairfield
i  i Alma I. Burke 504 “ V and VI Fort Fairfield
Fessenden Annie R. Buck 504 “ IV Searsport
< < Frances P. Smith 504 u III Fort Fairfield
‘  < C Bernice A. Stanchfield 504 “ II
•
Easton
i  i Hope A. McKenney 504 “ I Fort Fairfield
I J.aeker Grace A. Coady 504 “ V and VI Patten
t  % Ellen C. Smith 468 “ ITT and IV Fort Fairfield
< i Blanche Ginn 468 “ II Fort Fairfield
i  i Mina F. French 504 ‘ ‘ I Fort Fairfield
Ames Bessie M. Bolstridge 360 “ Rural Limestone
Barnes Olive E. Reynolds 270 ‘ ‘ < C Fort Fairfield
Blaisdell Lottie L. Scribner 468 “ c c Belgrade Lakes
Chambers Clarence J. Findlen 432 ‘ ‘ i  ( Fort Fairfield
Conant Elizabeth Everett 360 “ c c Fort Fairfield
Dinsmore Winnifred Goodhue 396 “ C ( Fort Fairfield
Goodrich Edward McDonald 504 “ (( Limestone
Grange Hall Verna. A. Shaw 396 “ c c Easton
Grass Leversa Hopkinson 306 ( i Fort Fairfield
Haines Elizabeth McDonald 396 “ i  c Limestone
Haley Bessie McLean 360 “ Ru ral Houlton
Lincoln Nellie M. Gulliver 432 “ i  c Fort Fairfield
Longfellow Jessie F. Boynton 486 “ C ( Lubec
M. G. Gram. Herman Clark 432 “ c  c Fort Fairfield•
M. G. Prim. Katherine Bigelow 432 “ c c Easton
McIntosh Annie V. True 270 “ c c Fort Fairfield
Monson Pearl M. Hockenhull 442 “ i  < Fort Fairfield
Murphy John J. Abernathy 504 “ c c Houlton
Page Marne A. Whelan 432 i  c Island Falls
Russell Ezetha Churchill 442 “ i  c Fort Fairfield
Stevensville Alanda G. Hersey 486 4‘ c c Easton
Strickland Hal. C. Cushman 432 “ i  c Caribou
Turner Mary A. Henderson 360 “ i  c Fort Fairfield
*To find the weekly salary of any teacher divide the annual salary by 36.
t
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Transportation
Olive Everett, Dorsey Road to village $12.00 per week
Henry Trask, Centre Limestone Roadto village 12.00 44
George McKenney, Hopkins Road to village.. 8.00 44
Mamie McDonald, East Limestone Road to
village ......................................................................8.00
«
Cyriace Danboise, Hoyt Road to Maplegrove 12.00 
Cyriace Danboise, Danboise Road to Maple-
grove ...................................................................  8.00
A. W. Barker, Fairmount to M aplegrove.... 12.00 * 44
Elizabeth Higgins, Currier Road to McIntosh 6.00 44
W. A. Harlow, Davis Farm to Maplegrove.. 8.00 44
J  anitors
Lewis M. Hoyt, High School and Fessenden
building ................................. j  -..$20.00 per week
Charles Gray, Hacker building  12.00 44
Herman Clark, Maplegrove ..............................  2.50 44
Mr. Gray assists in the sweeping of the High School and 
Fessenden buildings.
Janitors of one-room buildings receive from 50 cents to $1.00 
per week.
Number of Pupils
Number of persons between the ages of 5 and 21 years, 
April 1, 1915.
Boys.................. 769.................... Girls 832 ................... Total 1601
Number of different pupils registered in common schools 
from July 1, 1914, to July 1, 1915.
Boys.................. 508.................... Girls 522 ................... Total 1030
Number of different pupils registered in rural schools from 
July 1, 1914, to July 1, 1915.
Boys.................. 244.................... Girls 259 ....................Total 503
Number of different pupils registered in village schools, not 
including High Schools, from July 1, 1914, to July 1, 1915.
Boys.................. 264.................... Girls 263 ....................Total 527
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Number of pupils registered in Fort Fairfield High. School 
January 3, 1916.
Hoys.................  72................... Girls 123 ....................Total 195
Number of weeks schools were maintained by terms; spring 
term 11, fall term 14, winter term 11.
Total number of weeks of all terms 36.
Enrollment Common Schools
Grade 1 Boys 110 Girls 111 Total 221
II 87 i  i 34 171
III 73 C i 70 143
XV 59 i  c 57 116
1 1  y  < < 63 c < 63 126
VI 49 i  c 47 96
4 ‘ VII 33 i  i 55 88
“ VIII 44 34 I c 35 69
Appropriations Recommended
1 recommend the following appropriations:
Common Schools ..............................................................$12,000.00
High School ...........................      5,500.00
Text Books .......................................................................  1,200.00
Apparatus and Appliances ........................................... 1,200.00
Insurance and Repairs ...................................................  4,000.00
Music Instruction  ...................................    1,000.00
Superintendent ’s Salary .    ......................................... 700.00
In closing, I wish to thank all who have aided me in my 





Fort Fairfield, Maine, March 1, 1916.
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Abatement Taxes of 1914
Allowed February 19, 1916
Bernard, Walter G., dead ...................................................  $3.00
Boulier, Frank E., p o v e r ty ...................................................  3.00
Boulier, Harold, not here April 1 ...........................    3.00
\
Butler, Harry, not here April 1 ........................................... 3.00
Byron, John, d e a d ...................................................................  3.00
Barker, Leon G., no such person ....................................    3.00
Babineau, Albert, moved before commitment . . . . . . . .  3.00
Brown, David, p o v e r ty ...........................................................  3.00
Boulier, Alfred, not found ...................................................  3.00
Barnes, Miles A., no piano ...................................................  2.75
Cox., John, Mrs., no estate to be taxed ........................... 2.40
Cheney, Lester, in Easton April 1 ....................................... 3 00
Chowan, James, paid in Caswell .......................................  3.00
Clark, Asa, resident in New Brunswick ..........................  3.00
Clark, Roy, resident in New Brunswick ..........................  3.00
Conant, W. R., resident of Mapleton ............................... 3.00
Condon, W. P., resident of New B ru n sw ick ......................  4.80
Cox, John, resident of New Brunswick ..........................  3.00
Cox, Wm., resident of Caribou ..............   3.00
Cormier, Frank, resident of New Brunswick ..................  3.00
Curtis, Sidney, resident of Presque I s l e ..............................  3.00
Cookson, Calvin, resident of Easton ..............................  3.00
Day, Jas. William, paid in Wade ....................................... 3.00
Dolley, Sarah, Mrs., no estate to be taxed  ..................  2.16
Davenport, Jerome, p o v e r ty ...................................................  3.00
Deane, George, poverty .......................................................  3.00
Dube, Archie, resident of New Brunswick ......................  3.00
Driscoll, John H., taxed twice ........................................... 3.00
Driscoll, Albert, poverty, dead ........................................... 3.00
Ducette, Joseph, not f o u n d ...................................................  3.00
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Flannery, Alfred, poverty ..................................................  9.60
Frontier Water Co'., by c o n tra c t ..........................................  12.00
Farley, Fred, poverty ..........................................................  3.00
Fields, Beverley, not here after com m itm ent..................  3.00
Fields, Fred, paid in Limestone ..........................................  3.00
Fitzherbert, Thomas, error in assessment ......................  50.00
Fields, Frank, minor, April 1 ..............................................  3.00
Grass, James, dead ................................................................  3.00
Green, Norman, not found .........   3.00
Good, William, paid in Lambert Lake  ............................  3.00
Hacker, Heirs, error in assessm ent....................................  14.40
Hitchcock, Herbert, no horses to be taxed ......................  2.40
Harlaus, James, resident in Presque I s l e ..............' ...........  3.00
Hayden, Fred, dead ............................................................... 3.00
Hersey, Chester, minor, April 1 ............................   3.00
Henderson, Walter, resident in Caswell ..........................  3.00
Hodgson, George, resident in New Brunswick ..............  3.00
Jenkins, Theodore, Heirs, p o v e r ty ................ . .................... 4.80
Jenson, Antone, minor, April 1 ..........................................  3.00
Jordan, Seth K., bankrupt ................................................... 5.40
Knowles, Marmaduke, not here April 1 ..........................  3.00
Killicure, George, resident in New B runsw ick ..................  3.00
Kinney, Joseph, resident in New Brunswick ..................  3.00
Laforge, Joseph, p o v e r ty .......................................................  4.80
Lint, George, 2d, poverty .......................................• ............ 3.00
La France, Frank, resident in New B ru n sw ick ..............  3.00
Leeman, Daniel, not found ...................................................  3.00
Lee, Sam, not found ...............................................................  3.00
Martin, Estelle, error in assessment ................................... 3.00
Masonic Hall Bldg. Association, no personal estate to be
taxed ....................................  • • ............ 4.80
Murphy, Martin, poverty, sickness ................................... 6.00
Murphy, Charles, not found after com m itm ent..............  3.00
Marquis, William, not found after commitment ..........  3.00
Morrell, Wesley, not found after commitment ..............  3.00
Murphy, James William, paid in C a r ib o u ..........................  3.00
Minto, Charles, not. f o u n d .....................................................  3.00
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Maguire, Joel, resident in New Brunswick . . . ..................  3.00
McLaughlin, Arthur, resident in Masardis  ................  3.00
McMann, Samuel, resident in New Brunswick ..............  3.00
Osgood, Lemuel, U. S. sailor, wrongly t a x e d ..................  3.00
Paradis, Edmund, not found after com m itm ent..............  3.00
Peoples, George, not found after com m itm ent   3.00
Poitras, Joseph, not found after commitment ..............  3.00
Porter, L. E., paid in Island F a l l s ....................................... 3.00
Porter, Richard, dead ........................................................... 3.00
Rix, James, resident in New B ru n sw ic k ................   3.00
Rediker, John, paid as John Bradford R e d ik e r ..............  3.00
Rogers, Herbert, not found after commitment ..............  3.00
Saunders, Charles, dead ....................................................... 3.00
Seabury, Rollins A., paid in Yarmouth, Me...................... 3.00
Silver, Leon, not here April 1 ........................................... 3.00
Somers, Nichols, paid in Caribou ....................................... 3.00
Smith, Frank, taxed twice ................................................... 3.00
Tapley, C. Edgar, resident in New Brunswick ............... 3.00
Wilson, Andrew, not f o u n d ................................................... 3.00
Walton, Philip, not found ................................................... 3.00
Walton, Stanley, not f o u n d   ......................................... 3.00
Maine & New Brunswick Electric Co., improperly
assessed ...............................................    96.00
421.31




Assessors of Fort Fairfield.
\ ,  ,\
*
%  • m • * •  •  • «
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Delinquent Taxpayers
TAXES OP 1915
Ames, Stephen E ....................................  $226.25
Ames, William .............................. ,............    37.00
Ames, Otis W ........................................................................   107.75
Amsden, Elmer .................................................. • ................ 128.50
Amsden, Perley C..................................................................  68.75
Armstrong, Charles H ................... ,..............................   80.75
Armstrong, Augusta, Mrs...................................................  22.50
Allen, F r e e m a n ............................................   3.00
Armstrong, C. Milledge......................................................... 64.50
Armstrong, Thomas ............................................................. 18.62
Aroostook Valley Starch Co................•.............................. 112.50
Abbott, F. J .......................................; ..........• ------: -------,.. 3.00
Barnes, Joshua N........................   28.50
Barnes, Miles A............................................................... <. . . . '  155.50
Barnes, Asa ................................   9.75
Barnes, Hallie C ........................................................ .  215.50
Bean, Augustus ........................... • ................ 28.00
Beckwith, J. Harris ...........................................................  10.50
Beckwith, Arline ...............................v....................... * . . . .  23.75
Benjamin, Fred .......................................    26.75
Bellefleur, Cyr .........................................................  8.37
Bishop, Ambrose H . ....................   41.25
Brannen, Frank E ................................................... «.*...........  3.00
Bubar, Ransford ...................................................................  144.37
Bubar, John E ....................................................................   125.50
Burns, Frank W .............................................. . . . . . .............. 173.25
Barker, C h a r le s ...........................................................  3.00
Barnes, Joseph ............................................        3.00
Barnes, John ..................................... *....................................  7.87
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Beckwith, S. D.  .............................................................  3.00
Bell, Geo. W ...........................................................................  3.00
Belmain, John .......................................................................  3.00
Bernard, Joseph L. P ..............................................................  3.37
Bernard, John ................  3.00
Bernard, Edward ................................................................... 3.00
Bernard, John Alex............................................................... 3.00
Bolier, Frank E ....................................................................... 3.00
Boiler, Reuben .......................................................................  3.00
Bolier, William H ................................................................... * 3.00
Bolier, William H., 2 d  . . ..........................  3.00
Bolier, H arry R ....................................................................... 6.75
Booker, F r e d ....................    3.00
Brown, Fred M................................   3.00
Brown, William H ..................................................................  3.00
Brown, T h o m a s   ........................................................... 3.00
Brown, Stephen .....................................................................  3.00
Brown, Frazer .......................................................................  3.00
Brown, Douglas .....................................................................  3.00
Burtsell, Wilbert ...................................................................  3.00
Butler, Fred ...........................................................................  6.00
Buxton, Isaac ..................................................   3.00
Billings, F. Everett ............................................................... 23.00
Bowles, Stephen M...........................*...................................  5.50
Brown, Randolph ...................................................................  9.25
Brown, David .........................................................................  3.00
Bates, J a s p e r ...........................................................................  3.00
Burns, Robert .........................................................................  3.00
Boulier, John . .\.......................................................................  3.00
Brown, Fred C...............................   11.50
Brayall, Charles .......................................................• ............ 3.00
Bigger, Gordon .......................................... • ........................  3.00
Bennett, Oscar & Edward M..............................................  52.50
Campbell, C h a r le s ................................................................... 63.37
Campbell, Joseph A. . . .  *.......................................................  1.30
Chambers, James ...................................................................  20.37
Chapman, J u d s o n ...................................................................  30.12
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Churchill, Charles W .............................................................  91.50
C hurchill, Walter T..............................................................  172.12
Clark, John C..........................................................................  177.75
Colbath, Sampson L..............................................................  54.75
Conant, D. M..........................................................................  29.12
('rock, Stephen B...................................................   13.87
Casperian, John .................................................. • ................ 3.00
Clark, Colby ........................................................................... 3.00
Conners, John ....................................................................... 3.00
Campbell, Henry A.................................................................. 3.00
Campbell, William ................................................................  3.00
Cayting, Frank M.................................................................... 3.00
C hapman, Everett ................................................................... • 3.00
Clark, Percy ...........................................................................  2.37
C lark, Charles ....................................................................... 3.00
Clark, Oscar W ....................................................................... 10.25
Clevette, Joseph . . . : .................................... ..............• . . . .  3.00
Cogswell, John A...................................................................... 3.00
Cogswell, H. Leroy ............................................................... 3.00
Cormier, Frank ....................................................... • ............ 3.00
Crock, Herschel T................................................................... 3.00
Crossman, William ...............................................................  3.00
Crock, Paul ...................... • ....................................................  3.00
Crock, Charles .......................................................................  3.00
Curliss, William .....................................................................  3.75
Curtis, Wilbur .......................................................................  3.00
Cote, Lewis .......................• ....................................................  3.00
Chambers, Herbert ...............................................................  3.50
Coreau, Geo...............................................................................  3.00
Clark, John B...........................................................................  3.00
Cyr, Jerre  ................................................................................ 3.00
Cox, Marvin ............................................................................ 3.00
Cody, Joseph .........................................................................  3.00
Day, Alden W ...........................................................................  8.75
Day, James William .............................................................  35.37
Deane, Perham W ...................................................................  95.62
Devine, J o h n ..........................................., * • , , ..........  9.75
i
Devine, John, J r ......................................................................  133.00
Dickinson, William S................................................................  36.00
Dorsey, Mary ...........................................................................  82.00
Doughty, Daniel F ..................................................................... 27.62
Dube, Otis ...............................................................................  13.00
Dube, William, Mrs.....................................................................  7.50
Delano, Samuel  .................. . . ............................................  3.00
Davidson, Fred ........................................................................  3.00
Dunlap, Gideon ...........................................................• ------ 4.87
Dolley, Sarah ............................................................................  8.00
Davis, William H ..............................................................  3.00
Day, Aldo W ................................................................................ 3.00
Day, Thomas ................................... • ...................................  3.00
Day, William ............................................................................  3.00
Dean, Geo. H .....................................................................  3.00
Dean, Perry ..............................................................................  3.00
Deschesnes, William ..............................................................  3.00
Devine, Thomas .......................................................• ...........  3.00
Dixon, W il l ia m ................................   3.00
Doak, Clinton ........................................................    5.00
Doak, Richard .......................................................................  7.12
Doak, Henry ...........................................................................  3.00
Doak, Perry ...........................................................................  3.00
Doak, I s r a e l ' ...........................................................................  3.00
Dorsey, Lewis W ..................................................................... 3.00
Doughty, William H .........................    3.00
Doyle, William .......................................................................  3.00
Drost, Ernest .........................................................................  3.00
Drost, Howard ....................................................   4.25
Dube, M a rsh a l l .......................................................................  3.00
Dube, William .......................................................................  3.00
Derosier, Henry .....................................................................  3.00
Day, Allen ..........................................................   9.25
Day, O s c a r ...............................................................................  . 6.12
Emerson, James .......................................................................  20.75
Everett, Samuel ................................................................   67.62
Everett, Thomas .....................................................................  32.25
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Elkins, Alison ............................    3.00
Eyers, Richard .............................................. ...................».. 3.00
Everett, Arthur ...................................................... • ............ 3.00
Everett, Fred ......................................................................... 3.00
Everett, Miles G..................................................................... 3.00
Estaff, William  • 3.00
Eyers, Ben ....................   3.25
Findlen, Joseph ..................................................................... 192.25
Fisher, Joseph W................................................ ■................. 155.00
Fisher, Joseph E ......................................................................  3.00
Fitzherbert, Albert ............................................................... 127.50
Fitzherbert, Jesse .................................................................  163.25
Fitzherbert, Thomas ............................................................. 82.87
Fort Fairfield Clothing Co..................................................  305.40
French, Adelbert O.................................................. • ............ 57.37
French, Geo. L...................................................................... . 36.12
Farnham, Frank W ................................................................  3.62
Farley, Fred .........................................................................  3.00
Fields, Fred ........................................................•..................  3.00
Findlen, Geo. P ..........................................................................  3 00
Finnemore, Nehemiah ...........................................................  3.00
Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co..........................................  147.00
French Co.................................................................................. 37.50
Fitzherbert, Boardman L ....................................................  3.00
Giberson, C h e s te r ....................   ,......................................... 90.00
Goodrich, Leigh M..................................................  278.75
Grass, James, F., Mrs., Heirs of .........................................  25.00
Grass, Melvin J .......................................................................  14.75
Guiggey, Robert L ................................................................  159.62
Greenier, Thomas .................................................................  10.50
Gaunce, Charles C..................................    3.00
Gagnon, Joseph ...................................................................... 3.00
Good, Fred J ............................................................................ 3.00
Goodhue, Harold V..................................................................  42.37
Gothreau, James ...................................................................  3.00
Grant, David W .......................................   9.25
Grant, Herbert J ....................................................   3.00
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Grass, Sylvanus .....................................................................  3.00
Grass, Hilman .........................................................................  3.00
Graves, Geo. W .......................................................................  3.00
Graves, John H .......................................   8.00
Gray, Brainerd .......................................................................  3112
Gray, Charles S....................................................................... 3.00
Green, Percy ...........................................................................  3.00
Greenier, Paul .......................................................................  3.0C
Greenier, P a t ............................   9.25
Grondin, Pierre J .......................................................... ■.........  3.00
Gudroe, Charles ................................     3.00
Guiggey, Edward .................................................................  3.00
Guiggey, William .................................................................  5.37
Gorman, Frank .....................................................................  S.12
Gibson, Alex.............................................................................  3.00
Ouiggey, John ...................................................................... * 3.00
Henderson, W il l ia m ............................................................... 3.00
Henderson, William D........................................................   46.12
Hewitt, Devillo.....A...............................................................  19.87
Hacker, Tom E., and Richards, H. G...................................  20.00
Harmon, Clifford .......................... 7 .....................................  3.00
Higgins, Edward ................................................................... 66.75
Hill, Irving ..........................................   • ............ 49.50
Hitchcock, Herbert ...................................• .......................... 34.75
Ilolt, Edwin L ..........................................................................  10.37
Hoyt, Charles L ....................................................................... 15.62
Hennessey, E. S....................................................................... 3.00
Hagerman, Darius ............................................................... 3.00
Ratheway, John ................................................................   3.00
Haywood, Angus ................................................................... 3.00
Hendrickson, Hans . ........................................................... 3.00
Hersey, Andrew S........................................  14.37
Higgins, Freedy .....................................................................  3.00
Hitchcock, Douglas B .............................................................. 6.37
Holder, Walter .....................................................................  3.00
Holmes, Allen ................................................................................3.37
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Hopkinson, J. Frank ..........................................................  3.00
Hunt, Grant M.........................................................................  8.00
Huntress, Robert C..............................................................  20.50
Hewett,* William  ................................................................  13.00
Hoyt, Newton ....................................................   3.00
Hughes, F r e d   ..................................................  3.00
Hughes, Ed.  .................. . . . . . ............... • .......... 3.00
Hunter, William ..................................................................  3.00
Haley, William W...................................................... : .........  3.00
Houghton, Charles ..............................................................  3.00
Ireland, Geo.............................................................................  4.87
Ireland, Winfield ................................................................... 3.00
Jenkins, Theodore, Heirs o f ................................................  5.00
Johnston, Geo. W ................................................................... 168.37
Jones, John H ..........................................................................  16.25
Johnson, H a r r y ....................................................................... 3.00
Jenkins, Vinal J ........................................................................ 4.50
Jacobson, Andrew .................................................................  3.00
Johnston, R o m m y ...................................................................  3.00
Johnston, Clyde ...................................................................  3.00
Kelley, William....................................................  3.00
Kelley, James, Mrs..................................................................  12.50
Kelley, James Augustus ..................................................... 83.25
Kennedy, Jesse E ...................................................................  97.62
Kiernan, Hugh .......................................................................  20.37
Killiam, William F ...............................................................  48.88
Kimball, Frank T......................................................................  237.50
Kipp, Howard .......................................................................  211.87
Kipp, Lynn E ...........................................................................  36.12
Knox, Wendal .......................................................................  3.00
Knight, Clyde .........................................................................  19.00
Kent, Benjamin .....................................................................  3.00
•Kilcollins, Edmond ...............................................................  3.00
Kirkpatrick, Mauncel T............................................................  3.50
Knowles, Maurice C...............................................................  3.00
Kelley, John P ....................................  51.12
Kimball, Reuel W., J r ...........................................................  5.50
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Kusa, Peter ..................................    9.25
Kearney, Frank .....................................................................  3.00
Lane, Heber A..........................................................................  16.12
Laforge, Joseph .....................................................................  6.25
Levasseur, Solomon ........................................\ .................... 131.37
Levasseur, William ...............................................................  176.25
Levasseur, Simon .................................................................  47.00
Levesque, Victoria, Mrs........................................................  7.50
Lint, Miles .....................................................................  12.37
Lockhart, Charles .......................................................... . • . .  3.00
Locke, Henry ...............................................................* . . . .  3.00
Lovely, Jerre H ........................................   48.62
Lundy, Geo...............................................................................  78.37
Lundy, R. Lee ..................................   13.00
Lee, Richard ...........................................................................  3.00
Legasse, Felix .......................................................................  3.00
Levasseur, E d ...........................    3.00
Levesque, John B..................................................    3.00
Levesque, E d m o n d .................................................................  3.00
Levesque, Edmond 2d ...........................................................  3.00
Levesque, Francis X ..............................................................  8.00
Lowe, William .......................................................................  3.00
Lint, Wesley ...........................................................................  3.00
Lovely, Sherman ...................................................................  3.00
LeBlanc, B a s i l .........................................................................  3.00
Madore, Joseph .......................................................• ............ 8.75
Magill, James A....................................................   109.25
Maines, Guy, and William J ..............................................  57.75
Malloy, John ...........................................................................  38.37
Manter, Hiram .................................... , ................................  62.50
Miller, Robert N.....................................................................  13.00
Maiou, Archie .........................................................................  15.50
Munce, Hugh ............................................................ • ..........  41.00
Murphy, Edward H ...............................................................  56.00
Murphy, Geo..............................................................................  3.00
Murphy, Geo. E ....................................................................... 25.87
Murphy, Walter H ................................................................. 83.00
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Murphv, Martin ................................     5.00
Murphy, Peter C.....................................................................  14.87
Murphy, Stanley C.................................................................  3.00
Murphy, S. Collingwood ..................................................  12.50
Murray, Thomas ..................................................................  3.00
Murphy, Newman S..............................................................  5.50
Murphy, David ....................................................................  11.75
Morris, Lyman ......................................................................  3.00
Manter, John ....................................................................• . .  11.25
Maskell, Nelson ....................................................................  3.00
Milton, H e r b e r t ....................................................................... 5.50
Morrell, Arthur ..................................................................... • 3.00
Mulherin, William ................................................................. 3.00
Murchison, Geo........................................................................  3.00
Murchison, Hugh ................................................................... 3.00
Murphy, John A......................................................................  3.00
Murphy, Francis ..........................    3.00
Murphy,. William ................................................................... 3.00
Murphy, James William  • 3.00
Michaud, Fred F ..................................................................... 3.00
Michaud, Charles ...................................................................  3.00
Myshrall, John .......................................................................  3.00
McConnell, William ...............................................................  3.00
McDonald, Arthur, Mrs..........................................................  5.00
McDonald, Ann, Mrs..............................................................  6.50
McGuire, Z eb e lo n ...................................................................  10.50
McKenney, John S., Heirs of ......................................... 97.00
McKenney, Michael ..................................................... , • •». 16.75
McKenney, Samuel ...............................................................  62.75
McKenney. James S...............................................................  108.00
McLaughlin, Elden ...............................................................  3.00
McLaughlin, Ellsworth, J .............................................    84.37
McNamee, John ......................................................    66.00
McNamee, John, J r ...............................................................  62.12
McShea, Mrs................................................................... *»* * * 86.87
7  •
McKenney, F r a n k ...................................................................  4.25
McDougal, Peter   3.00
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McBride, Geo............................................................................  6.12
McConnell, David .................................................................  9.25
McDonald, A rc h ie .....................      3.00
McDonald, F r a n k ........................    3.00
McDonald, Arthur ................................................................. 3.00
McDougal, D a n .......................................................................  3.00
McDougal, William R........................     4.25
McKenney, Geo...........................    3.00
McKenney, James B..............................................................  3.00
McNamee, James .................................................................... ' 3.00
McNamee, William ............................................................... 3.00
McCullom, William ............................................................... 3.00
Mclntire, Frank ..............................  • ................ 3.00
McKee, Daniel .......................................................................  3.00
Nightingale, Edwin ................................• • ............................  20.50
Nadeau, Andre ..................  3.00
Nichols, Isaac ........................................................................ 3.00
Nichols, Stephen ...................................................................  3.00
Nickerson, A m brose ....................................• • ........................ 3.00
Nickerson, Herbert O....................   30.50
Nickerson, Garfield ............................................................... 3.00
Nadeau, Vin..............................................................................  3.50
Nickerson, Jasper ........................................................ • . . . .  3.00
Osborne, John E ..................................................................... 51.75
O’Hara, Albert ....................................................................... 3.00
Orton, A r t h u r .................... •...................................................  3.00
Oakes, Alton ......................  • ................ 3.00
Ouillette, Philip ...................................................................  10.50
Ouillette, Baptiste ...................................................• ............ 3.00
Palmer, Chester and M ilfo rd ............................................... 131.87
Page, Erastus ..............................................   43.50
Parker, Nelson .......................................................................  3.00
Patrick, J o h n ...........................................................................  3.00
Pelletier, Newman ............................................... . • ................ 3.00
Pond, Mellen C.......................................................................  79.87
*
Pelletier, Archie ..................................................................... 3.00
Pelletier, Geo. E ......................................................................  3.87
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Parlin, Dell ............................................................................  3.00
Palmer, Benj.............................................................................  3.00
Price, Henry E .........................................................................  3.00
Putnam, Aziel ............  5.25
Putnam, Ira ........................................................................    3.00
Page, Newell ..........................................................................  3.00
Kackliff, Ulysses ..................................................................  29.25
Rediker, Janies W..................................................................  15.50
Reynolds, Sidney ..................................................................  3.00
Rogers, William ............................................................• . . . .  3.00
Richardson, Geo. W ............................................................... 38.00
Rollins, Stephen ................................................................... 3.00
Rollins, Wallace W ............................................................... 6.00
Ramo, F r a n k ...........................................................................  3.00
Ramo, Fred ...........................................................................  3.00
Ramo, Stephen ....................................................................... 3.00
Ramo, Vene ...........................................................................  3.00
Rideout, Wilmot ................................................................... 3.87
Robinson, Ben .......................................................................  3.00
Rogers, Alden D..................................................... ‘................  3.00
Rogers, Henry 1......................................................................  9.00
Ross, Bird ...............................................................................  3.00
Russell, Stephen .....................................................................  4.25
Russell, Fred H .......................................................................  3.00
Savage, Ed. C...........................................................................  170.75
Shannon, Frank J ...................................................................  79.12
Shaw, Holland .......................................................................  3.00
Slocomb, Havelock ......................    24.37
Smith, Ida, Mrs.......................................................................  10.00
Summerson, Geo.......................................................................  58.37
Spearin, Charles H ..................................................................  148.37
Spearin, Lizette, Mrs............................................................... 17.50
Spinney, Albion E ...................................................................  97.62
Stevens, Hiram D...................................................................  80.87
Stevens, Mary G., Mrs...........................................................  200.25
Strickland, Geo, L...................................................................  28.62
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Scott, John E . .......................................................................  3.00
Shaw, Henry, 2d ...................................................................  3.00
Sirois, S a n d y ...................................>.......................................  3.00
Sisson, Frank .........................................................................  3.00
Smith, Hubert E ......................................................................  9.87
St. Pierre, Thomas    ..........................................................  3.00
Tapley, Robert .......................................................................  62.50
Taylor, Guy E ..........................................................................  50.00
Thibeau, Peter ....................................................................... 197.00
1 homas, Fred .......................................................................  29.87
Thurlough, James R..............................................................  235.37
Tompkins, Harold F ......................................' .......................  22.00
Toner, John A..........................................................................  57.75
True, Geo. C.........................     75.25
True, Ed. B............................................................................... 21.00
Trask, Flora, Mrs................................................................... 1.25
Taylor, James .......................................................................  3.00
Thibodeau Charles ............................................................... 4.25
Thibodeau, Reuben ............................................................... 3.00
Tomlinson,. Havelock ........................................................... 3.00
Tracy, Augustus ...................................................................  3.00
Taylor, Bart ...........................................................................  3.25
Trask, Henry .W.................................    21.50
Tardis, Joseph ..................  3.00
Tompkins, H e r b e r t ................................................................. 3.00
Vandine, Hubbard ..........., ...................•    3.00
Violett, Frank ................................................... •..................  3.00
Webster, Albert D.................    15.50
Webster, Albert I ................................  13.50
Williams, Geo. W ................................   40.50
White, Albion ................................................   61.00
White, Clinton ..   ..............................................................  54.62
White, Herbert ...................................................................  8.50
Wise, Samuel .........................................................................  11.75
Williams, John .......................................................................  16.75
White, Geo...............................................................................  3.00
Wasson, Charles S..................................................................  3.00
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Walton, James .............................................................. • . .  3.00
Walton, Sherm an..................................  3.00
Warren, J. S............................................................................  3.00
Watson, Charles N.................................................................. 3.00
White, Jam,es ....................................................................... 3.00
White, Harvey ............................................    3.00
White, Henry ......................................................................... 3.00
White, Leigh J ........................................................................  12.37
Whitmore, Percy ................................................................... 4.87
Whitmore, Randolph ........................................................... 3.00
Wright, Hanford .................................................................. • 3.00
Ward, Thomas ....................................   3.00
Young, John ...........................................................................  5.00
Young, James ............................................   3.00
NON RESIDENT OR UNKNOWN
Chambers, John ................................      5.00
Fraser, James .......................................................................  25.00
Hoyt, Richard S......................................................................  89.62
Knapp & Mullen ..........................................    5.00
Turner, R. Holden ...............................................................  37.50
Tuttle, Frank ............  25.00
Wark, Samuel, Heirs o f ..............................................    55.00
Webber, Mortimer .................................................................  2.50
Emery, Wjlmot , , . . , .......... .......................................... , , , ,  2.50
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WARRANT
ABSTRACT OF WARRANT FOR MARCH MEETING 
MARCH 20, 1916
Art. 1. To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.
Art. 2. To choose all necessary officers for the year
ensuing.
Art. 3. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for town expenses for the year ensuing.
Art. 4. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for the support of paupers for the year 
ensuing.
Art. 5. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to be expended in cash on the highways and
sidewalks for the year ensuing.
Art. 6. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for interest on the town debt for the year 
ensuing.
Art. 7 To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for the salary of superintendent of schools 
for the year ensuing.
Art. 8. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for the support of the Free High School for 
the year ensuing.
Art. 9. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for the support of common schools for the
year ensuing.
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Arl. 10. To sec what sum of money the town will vote and
«•
raise to purchase books, apparatus and appliances 
for the year ensuing.
Art. 11. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for insurance and repairs on schoolhouses 
for the year ensuing, and improvements on school 
properties.
Art. 12. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to be expended toward the support of the
Fort Fairfield free public library for the year
ensuing.
Art. Id. To see it the town will vote 'y es ’ or ‘no ’ upon the
adoption of the provisions of the Public Laws of
Maine relating to the appropriation of money
necessary to entitle the town to State aid for 
«
highways for the year 1916.
Art. 14. To see if the town will vote and raise for the
permanent improvement of the State aid highway 
within the town, as directed by the Public laws 
of Maine, a sum not exceeding $1,194.00.
Art. 15. To see if the town will vote to authorize and direct
the selectmen to contract with the Fort Fairfield 
Light & Power Company to light the streets and 
bridge for a term of years not exceeding ten and 
at a yearly payment therefor not exceeding 
$1,200.
Art. 16. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to be expended in lighting the Aroostook
%
river bridge and the streets of Fort Fairfield 
village for the year ensuing.
Art. 17. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to be applied towards defraying the expenses 
of observing Memorial Day,












18. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to pay hydrant rental for fire protection 
for the year ensuing.
19. To see whether the town will vote to fix the time
for the payment of taxes, and to fix the rate of 
interest to be added upon taxes remaining unpaid 
after such time of payment.
20. To see whether the town will authorize the Select-
«
men to make temporary loans, if necessary, during 
the year ensuing, to anticipate taxes and protect 
town orders duly issued.
21. To see if the town will vote and raise the sum of
$2,000 to redeem Bridge Bonds falling due Feb­
ruary 1, 1917. Also to see if the town will vote 
and raise the sum of $2,000 to redeem New 
Sehoolhouse bonds falling due within the year.
22. To see if the town will adopt town ordinances re­
lating to licenses for public vehicles.
23. To see what sum of money the town will raise to
build bridge over Pattee Brook at lower village.
24. To see if the town will elect one or more Road Com­
missioners and what sum town will vote and raise 
to pay same:
25. To see what sum of money town will vote and raise
to pay for operating Fire Alarm.
26. To see if town will vote $280 for prevention of
Tuberculosis.
27. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for making repairs on the town barn.
28. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to purchase land for a municipal building 
and to construct thereon a municipal building 
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29. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to procure by loan to 
purchase land for a municipal building and there­
on to construct a municipal building and to 
furnish the same.
30. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for the maintenance with split-log drags of
the town ways, not including the State aid high­
way.
31. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to build a concrete or steel culvert over the 
brook on the river road south of the river, be­
tween the residences of B. G. Rediker and Albert 
Lovely, and to cut down and level the highway 
crossing the same.
32. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to repair the highway between the residence
of Cora Houghton, and the house on the old S. 
Y. Merchant farm.
33. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to build a sidewalk on the southerly side 
of Main Street, from School street easterly to the 
Catholic church.
34. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to repair the highway on the north side of 
Aroostook river from the bridge to Riverside 
cemetery.
35. To see if the town will vote to accept a town way
for the use of the town as laid out by the Select­
men January  11, 1916, on the petition of Free­
man Philbrick and others.
36. To see if the town will vote to accept a town way
for the use of the town as laid out by the Select­








men December 20, 1915, on the petition of P. H. 
Reed and others.
37. To see if the town will vote to instruct the Select­
men to sell the stone crusher.
38. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to build a bridge over Guiggey Brook on 
the river road north of the river.
39. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to celebrate the centennial of the settlement 
of the town of Fort Fairfield.
• • i «
40. To see what instructions the town will give or what
action it will take relating to such celebrations.
41. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to improve Columbia street, so called, from 
Presque Isle street near Frank Clark's residence 
to Elm street near the Hacker sehoolhouse, and to 
build a sidewalk along said street.
42. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for the employment of a supervisor of mm 
sic in the schools of Fort Fairfield.
43. To see if the town will vote to continue schools in
the Russell and Ridge districts for the coming 
year.
«
